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Identifying energy consumption by user and activity
ABB's energy meters with KNX interfaces enables large office buildings, 
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electricity charges to individual users. 
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Hot pluggable solutions were key benefits for Beijing Post Company.
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T Line Twilight Switches. Understanding light to 
control efficiency.

Designed for automated lighting control, the new ABB T Line twilight switches can be used 
in all public areas where an optimal and effi cient management of brightness and energy is 
required at sunset. The T1 versions are preset to 10 Lux and equipped with a switching 
delay and two LED indicators to display the setpoint value, while the advanced versions 
T1 PLUS, adjustable on four different scale values up to a maximum of 15,000 Lux, allow 
you to program the switching delay and are ideal for daytime applications. For installation 
on poles/walls, ABB offers the T1 POLE version, preset to 10 Lux, with integrated photo 
resistance and inputs for the wiring including cable gland seals. 
www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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Hospital application: how to ensure operational continuity and human safety without compromises (28)

Dear readers,
Welcome to the third Day by DIN edition 
of 2014, I would first like to thank you all 
for the great response I received for the 
previous edition and the plenty of emails 
asking questions about electricity world 
and trends, which led to the development 
of most of the articles that you can find in 
this edition. Many of you asked me about 
Hospital solutions, a topic that is always 
under the focus of our business for the 
great chance it gives to offer an additional 
value in terms of safety and reliability.  
The other main subject was renewable 
energies in terms of wind turbines: thanks 
to the centuries of windmill development 
and advanced engineering put together, it 
helps in generating clean energy.                                                                                                  
In this issue, we are giving a surprise gift 
that we hope will be useful to you:  

a Day by DIN online portal, in which you 
find all Day by DIN editions, enabling the 
possibility to browse them directly and 
to search with keywords! This way, if 
you are interested in a particular topic, 
you can read everything at your 
convenience by easily accessing all 
published editions from the last three 
years with your smart phone or tablet. 
Now that we are entering into 2015, we 
are planning the next editions and I 
request you to feel free to write me the 
new trends you foresee and the 
opportunities it brings to your business: 
I will take those suggestions as inputs 
and develop content for you.
Looking forward to reading your emails 
at mail.daybydin@abb.com
Enjoy reading!

Valentina Surini
Product Marketing Manager  
DIN-Rail Products
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Would you like to receive all next issues of Day by DIN? 
Subscribe now by filling the form that you find at the following  
link: http://goo.gl/XXeMg or by capturing the QR Code here with your 
smartphone. You’ll receive your personal printed copy of this issue 
and all the new ones coming in the future.

mail.daybydin@abb.com
http://goo.gl/XXeMg
http://goo.gl/XXeMg
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News and facts

Jump in the box
With the new ranges of Electronic RCBOs, E 90 Fuseholders 
up to 125A and meters for railway applications, ABB Modular 
DIN rail components' family continue to grow and to propose 
new solutions for your business: discover more on the following 
pages.

Quicksafe OVR T2 SPD
Protection

The new SPD range complying with latest standard

Quick Safe is our new generation of Surge Protective Devices (SPD) with 
improved performances! 
Thanks to innovative technology this new range of OVR covers 
residential and industrial applications with an extremely good protection 
level, simple installation and preventive maintenance. All according to the 
upcoming new standard IEC/EN 61643-11.
We have now a wide range of products intended to cover stable and 
unstable networks, a complete new philosophy in surge protection.
Brochure: 1TXH000351E0201 Benefits

 − Improved performances; such product 
for critical situations as End of Life and 
Neutral Interruption.

 − Upstream protection up to 125A for T2 
and T2-T3 and 315A for T1-T2.

 − Clear Life Status View thanks to the 
mechanical End of Life Indicator, or Safety 
System Maintenance Indicator (as option).

 − Easy identification, our products are clearly 
marked as Surge Protective Devices to 
guarantee the easy identification in the 
switchboard.
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News and facts

The 1P+N electronic residual current circuit-breakers with overcurrent 
protection (RCBOs) DSE201 meet the demand for devices that fully 
protect modern installations against short-circuit currents, overloads, 
earth fault currents and indirect contacts. It also provides additional 
protection against direct contacts with 30 mA versions.
Each RCBO is fitted with a functional earth wire to guarantee the highest 
level of safety, even in case of loss of neutral.
The 1P+N electronic RCBOs DSE201 share the same profile of the 
System pro M compact® range of modular products, offering a smart 
retrofit solution for space constrained applications. 
The reduced height of the DSE201 increases ease of installation since it 
provides more space for wiring in consumer units and Sub-distribution 
boards. 
Brochure: 2CSC423013B0201

New DSE201  
Electronic RCBOs

Residual Current Protection

DSE201 6 kA: Compact Design with enhanced Protection

Benefits
 − The System pro M Compact® design 

enables a much easier use of DSE201 
in the consumer units along with other 
protection devices.

 − Real CPI- Contact position indication on 
the toggle: in this way the installers can 
easily determine the exact status of the 
RCBOs (whether ON or OFF) by seeing 
the marking on the toggle. 

 − Over voltage protection: DSE201 ELN 
RCBOs trips the circuit in case of an over 
voltage situation. Whenever the voltage 
goes beyond 20% of the rated voltage i.e. 
300V the RCBO trips to ensure safety to 
the installation. 

 − The unique design of the DIN Rail clip eases 
dismounting even when the unit is installed 
in a high density system. The DSE201 
RCBO can be removed from the cluster 
without disconnecting other devices.
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News and facts

New E 90 50A/125A  
Fuse Switch Disconnectors

Protection

Uncompromising performance

The new E 90 50A/125A fuse switch disconnectors range for cylindrical 
fuses 14x51mm and 22x58mm, is specifically designed to provide 
protection against short circuits and overloads. It is available in a 
complete range from 1 to 4 poles (1, 1+N, 2, 3, 3+N) and provides 
disconnection properties according to IEC 60947-3.
Their compact dimensions, the availability of an optical blown fuse 
indicator (LED) in each pole, new quality marks and marine approvals, 
differentiate the ABB fuse switch disconnectors range from any other 
available in the whole market.
Brochure: 2CSC444007B0201

Benefits
 − Family feeling with E 90 range now also 

for higher currents.
 − All kinds of industrial applications covered 

thanks to the availability of multiple poles 
version from 1P to 3P+N.

 − Flexibility of use, from motor protection 
with aM fuses to short circuit protection 
with gG fuses.

 − Installation made easier thanks to the 
reduced height of poles. 

 − The best safety in your hands: close the 
cabinet front panel even with the handle 
open thanks to the optimized fuseholders 
dimension – maintenance has never been 
so safe.

 − Save time thanks to the front LED which 
allows you to see which fuse is blown.

 − cURus certified according to UL 4248-1
 − Expand your worldwide and marine 

business thanks to CCC, EAC, RINA, BV 
and Lloyd approvals.
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News and facts

ABB´s new softstarting solution PSTX 
is the most complete alternative for 
any motor starting application

Softstarters

The full potential of motor optimization with  
ABB´s PSTX softstarters

The PSTX offers complete motor control and protection in only one unit 
and is able to handle both load and network irregularities. With three 
types (standard, dual and ramp) of current limit you get full control of 
the motor during start. A user-friendly and clear display saves time and 
resources during both setup and operation. 
Catalogue: 1SFC132009C0201

Benefits
 − Secure motor reliability 

The PSTX offers complete motor protection 
in only one unit and is able to handle both 
load and network irregularities. PT-100, 
earth fault protection and over/under 
voltage protection along with many other 
functions keep your motor safer than ever.

 − Improve installation efficiency 
When reaching full speed, the PSTX will 
activate its bypass. This saves energy while
reducing the softstarter’s heat generation. 
On the PSTX, the bypass is built in and 
verified by ABB, saving you time during 
installation and space in your panel.

 − Increase application productivity
The slow speed forward and backward jog 
feature will make you more flexible when
operating e.g. conveyor belts and cranes. 
The PSTX provides positioning capabilities, 
letting you take control of your process.

 − Reliable in harsh environment
ABB´s PSTX softstarters can be used in 
various applications and segments, from 
water (e.g. pumps), marine (e.g. fans) to 
mining (e.g. conveyors) and HVAC (e.g. 
compressors). The torque control, coated 
PCBA, built-in bypass and detachable HMI 
make the PSTX a very reliable component 
in any harsh or humid environment.
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News and facts

The latest addition of communication device for EQ meters for sub-
metering. G13 providing a simple integration of an energy meter system. 
By connecting up to 32 EQ meters, all measurement data can be read 
at baud rate of up to 500 000 bits/s. By connecting the G13 via an 
Ethernet connection to an Ethernet network all data can be read either 
using the inbuilt REST API by making simple HTTP request or using the 
built-in webserver. It has never been easier to setup an energy meter 
network, just connect the communication bus using RS-485 cables, set 
the unique address in the meter, connect to the G13 via Ethernet, scan 
and register the meters using the webserver, set user permissions and 
everything is ready. 
Brochure: 2CMC481006B0201

EQ meters G13 gateway
Measurement

Integration made easy

Benefits
 − Connect up to 32 EQ meters to one G13 

for the most efficient installation - no need 
for several gateways points.

 − Very fast communication – baud rate up 
to 500,000 bits/s.

 − Ethernet connection interface to be 
connected to a local area network (LAN) 
or larger networks.

 − Built-in web server for easy commission 
and setup of the meter network.

 − Built-in REST API for fast and easy 
integration of the meter with any kind of 
system that works with HTTP

 − JSON formatted data which is a small 
and fast syntax with close relationship 
with JavaScript which makes it easy to 
implement in any system.

 − Both simple and advanced configuration of 
the meters through the REST API or through 
the inbuilt webserver. Not necessary to 
be on site to do configurations of meters 
setting or functionality after meter has 
been installed.

 − Automatic data routing and protocol 
conversion between the meter network 
and the system side.

 − No knowledge needed about serial bus 
communication thanks to easy commission, 
reading and configuration of meter via the 
inbuilt web server and the REST API.
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The two latest members of the EQ meters family are intended for the 
infrastructure around the railways where 16.7 Hz network is used. 
The new EQ meters A42 552 – 120 and A42 553 - 120 in Platinum 
functionality level are primarily intended for single phase metering in 
any 16.7 Hz network but they work also fine in 50 or 60 Hz networks. 
This makes them ideal for applications in the infrastructure around 
railroads with these frequencies but they are not intended for use on the 
rolling stock. The meters supply high level performance for reliable and 
trustworthy metering values. The meters have built-in communication 
interface for connection to meter reading systems either for Modbus RTU 
or M-Bus standards depending on type. Besides energy metering, the 
meters also provide an extensive set of instantaneous values such as 
voltage, frequency, current, power, etc. Four configurable inputs/outputs 
can be used for various tasks for example threshold alarms like power 
above the limit or as pulse outputs. A wide display and push buttons 
make it easy and intuitive to operate the meters.
Brochure: 2CMC481002B0201

EQ meters A42 552 - 120 
and A42 553 - 120 

Measurement

Meters for railway infrastructure

Benefits
 − Connection via current and voltage 

transformers for maximum flexibility at 
the installation sites.

 − The meters support a wide voltage 
range (100 – 288 VAC) without voltage 
transformers.

 − Four quadrant enabled with active/reactive 
energy and import/export values in separate 
registers.

 − Wide temperature range (-40 to +70 °C) 
makes them easy to place in various 
environments.

 − MID approval and verification when used in 
50 Hz environment. Metering performance 
at 16.7 Hz is verified in the same manner 
as for MID.

 − The display is pixel-oriented and can display 
up to four quantities at the same time.

 − Low power consumption keeps operating 
cost to a minimum.

 − Compact modular DIN sized, make them 
easy to fit in an enclosure.

News and facts
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News and facts

The T Series twilight switches command lighting circuits in relation to 
the ambient light detected by the designated sensor. Their application 
is particularly useful in public areas (gardens, parking lots, entrances, 
courtyards, etc.), where they can reduce energy consumption.  
The one-channel T1 version is factory preset at 10 Lux, it features 
a switching delay and 2 LED indicators, one for the threshold value 
indication and one for the status of the contact.  
The connecting and start-up instructions are on the product side to 
facilitate installation and future maintenance operations. The advanced 
T1 PLUS version is equipped with a reference selector that can be 
adjusted to 4 different scale values, thus making these  
high-Lux-value twilight switches ideal for daytime applications.
– 2...40 Lux
– 20...200 Lux
– 200...2000 Lux
– 2000...15000 Lux
The T1 PLUS version also allows adjustment of the switching delay in a 
time-range between 15-20s and 90-120s. As with the basic model, also 
the PLUS version is factory preset at 10 Lux and equipped with 2 LED 
indicators.
Brochure: 2CSC441022B0201

T Series
Command

Twilight Switches

Benefits
 − Two LED indicators: one for the contact 

status and one for the threshold value
 − Sensor factory preset at 10 Lux
 − Four different scales for more accurate 

adjustment of the brightness value on 
PLUS version

 − IP65 protection degree on pole/wall version
 − Connection and operating diagram on the 

product back on pole/wall version

Thanks to continuous innovation on surge protection, ABB improves the protection 
of the lighting systems equipment by launching the new OVR T2-T3 N1 15-275S SL.
OVR SL is a very compact SPD, equipped with a patented thermal disconnector and 
a safety reserve system. This new range is specifically designed in order to prevent 
the risks of overheating and fi res in LED lighting systems. www.abb.com/lowvoltage

Is it possible to keep the lights on? 

Absolutely.



Thanks to continuous innovation on surge protection, ABB improves the protection 
of the lighting systems equipment by launching the new OVR T2-T3 N1 15-275S SL.
OVR SL is a very compact SPD, equipped with a patented thermal disconnector and 
a safety reserve system. This new range is specifically designed in order to prevent 
the risks of overheating and fi res in LED lighting systems. www.abb.com/lowvoltage

Is it possible to keep the lights on? 

Absolutely.
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In the news
Many apps, software, brochures and leaflets are available to 
provide support and in-depth or detailed product information.  
Documents and software can be downloaded from  
http://www.abb.com/abblibrary/DownloadCenter/

Smartphone Apps

Low Voltage Wizard is an APP to 
easily select products for low voltage 
installations with a few simple steps 
wherever you are. 
Low Voltage Wizard helps you to select 
ABB codes among the following product 
ranges:

 − S 200 Miniature Circuit Breakers
 − EQ Energy Meters
 − E 90 DIN-Rail fuse holders and E 9F 

cylindrical fuses
 − CT current transformers for measuring 

system
 − Power transformers
 − OTDC switch disconnectors for 

photovoltaic application
 − EOT enclosed switches

With a few clicks, the Low Voltage 
Wizard displays the correct product 
code, lists technical characteristics and 
documenation links.

Low Voltage Wizard

The right choice always in 
your hand

News and facts

Apple App Store Google Play

Features: 
 − Step-by-step selection of ABB product 

code
 − Selection starts with installation 

requirements
 − Email export of the results
 − Documentation links (web site, technical 

catalogue, instructions manual and 
brochures)

http://www.abb.com/abblibrary/DownloadCenter/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id917238436?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.abb.lowvoltagewizard
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Measurements

In this leaflet you will find information 
about the new meter that can be used 
at 16.7 Hz for traction applications. It 
includes an overview of the functionality 
of the meter, technical data sheet, 
wiring diagram, and order codes. 
Everything you need to know before 
ordering.
Leaflet: 2CMC484007L0201

Meter for traction 
application

Get your energy on track

News and facts

Product leaflet

Three phase electricity meters B23/B24 
EQ meters in Steel version from ABB

The compact and versatile EQ meters B23 and B24 are 
three phase meters with outstanding performance. They 
can be used in most of the common applications for 
reliable and trustworthy metering of energy usage.

EQ meters B23/B24 in Steel version can be used in 
stand-alone applications or metering network installa-
tions with the option of inbuilt M-Bus or Modbus.

General features
B23 is a three phase direct connected meter up to 65 A 
and B24 is a three phase transformer connected for 5 A. 
The B23 and B24 are measuring active energy with accuracy 
class B (Cl. 1). The low rated or base currents of these prod-
ucts ensures high dynamic performance with superior ac-
curacy even at low currents. Navigation of the meters is easily 
done via the push-buttons below the display. The exceptional 
low power consumption of the meters, less than 1.6 VA, 
makes them economical in the long run-an important feature 
specially for large meter populations.

Communication
Data from B23 and B24 can be collected via pulse output 
or serial communication. The meters are equipped with a 
transistor output for 5-40 VDC external supply. It can be used 
for pulses proportionally to the measured energy or various 
alarms. The meters are also available with built-in serial com-
munication interfaces for Modbus RTU (RS-485) or M-Bus as 
options.

Instrumentation
The B23 and B24 meters support reading of instrument values. 
A large number of electrical properties can be read. 

• Active power - Total and per phase
• Voltage - Total and per phase
• Current - Total and per phase
• Power factor
• Frequency

Approvals
The B23 and B24 meters are type approved according to IEC 
as well as type approved and verified according to MID. 
MID is the Measure Instruments Directive 2004/22/EC from 
European Commission. The type approval is according to stan-
dards that covers all relevant technical aspects of the meter. 
These include climate conditions, electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC), electrical requirements, mechanical requirements and 
accuracy.

Ordering details

65 A direct connected, 4 DIN
Voltage V Communication Type Order code Weight 

1 pc 

Steel
Active energy, pulse output, class B (Cl. 1)

3 x 230/400 V AC - B23 111 - 100 2CMA100163R1000 0.31

RS-485 B23 112 - 100 2CMA100164R1000 0.32

M-Bus B23 113 - 100 2CMA100165R1000 0.33

6 A transformer connected, 4 DIN
Voltage V Communication Type Order code Weight 

1 pc 

Steel
Active energy, pulse output, class B (Cl. 1)

3 x 230/400 V AC - B24 111 - 100 2CMA100177R1000 0.25

RS-485 B24 112 - 100 2CMA100178R1000 0.25

M-Bus B24 113 - 100 2CMA100179R1000 0.27

Approvals
The B23 and B24 meters are type approved according to IEC 

© Copyright 2014 ABB. All rights reserved. 
Specification subject to change without notice.

EQ meters made for interaction
Communication 

Folder

Measurements Measurements

The G13 EQ meters gateway brochure 
provides an overview of communication 
alternatives for EQ meters. Read about 
the new G13 gateway, which enables 
clear data display of other networked 
meters or learn about how to use the 
G13 including the built-in REST AP and 
web server.
Brochure: 2CMC481006B0201

In these leaflets you will find the 
information for each meter type. You 
will find leaflets for single and three 
phase meters, direct and transformer 
connected meter, and for each 
functionality level. It includes an 
overview of the functionality of the 
meter, technical data sheet, wiring 
diagram, and order codes. Everything 
you need to find the correct meter for 
your needs.
Leaflet: 2CMC485001L0201

G13 EQ meters 
Gateway folder

EQ meters B series 
leaflets

EQ meters made for 
interaction

The compact and 
versatile energy meter

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/1ddebc17e1acd2cec1257d6c0043ae49/$file/2CMC484007L0201.pdf
http://search-ext.abb.com/library/Download.aspx?DocumentID=2CMC481006B0201&LanguageCode=en&DocumentPartId=&Action=Launch
http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/76d7a1a392027b88c1257d1600327c49/$file/2cmc485001l0201.pdf


ABB‘s Low Voltage Wizard, which allows you to easily find low voltage products for 
your installation needs. Instead of spending hours searching through catalogs or 
web sites, use the ABB Wizard anywhere to find the right product at the right time.  
Navigate quickly to specific product part numbers as well as brochures, catalogs, 
technical data, etc. Download the app now by clicking on the QR code from iTunes  
or Google Play store. For more information please visit: www.abb.com/lowvoltage

Low Voltage Wizard. The right choice always in 
your hand.



ABB i-bus® KNX
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News and facts

Intelligent Building Control

Lighting control is one of the basic 
functions of ABB i-bus KNX. In this 
Application Manual, which has been 
recently updated, you can find detailed 
information on how to plan, configure 
and commission KNX devices for 
lighting control applications.
Manual: 2CDC500051M0202

ABB i-bus KNX 
Lighting control 
application manual

Application know-how for 
System Integrators and 
Electrical Installers

ABB i-bus® KNX
Smart Home and
Intelligent Building Control
Product Range Overview 2014/2015

Intelligent Building Control

The ABB i-bus KNX product range 
overview gives a concise listing and 
description of all the products in the 
ABB Smart Home and Intelligent 
Building Control portfolio including the 
necessary ordering information. 
The new 2014/15 edition includes 
the latest product innovations in 
the field Intelligent Building Control 
and furthermore features e.g. a new 
functional overview of all ABB i-bus KNX 
operation devices.
Brochure: 2CDC500098C0202

ABB i-bus KNX 
Product range 
overview 2014/15

Updated version now 
available

ABB solutions to manage 
the lighting circuits, according to a precise 
value of ambient light.

T and TWA Series 
Twilight Switches

To control the automatic activation of a 
lighting circuit when the natural ambient 
light lessens and, accordingly, to ensure 
an efficient energy use, ABB offers a full 
and high-performance range of twilight 
switches designed to solve from the 
most common to the more complex 
applications where lighting circuit 
control is required. 
Discover our solutions, their benefits 
and further information in the new 
Twilight Switches catalogue!
Brochure: 2CSC441022B0201

Savings and efficient 
energy use for external 
lighting

Command

http://www.knx-gebaeudesysteme.de/sto_g/English/GENERAL_DOCUMENTATION/2CDC500098C0202_KNX_Range_Overview_2014_15_EN.pdf
http://search.abb.com/library/Download.aspx?DocumentID=2CSC441022B0201&LanguageCode=en&DocumentPartId=&Action=Launch
http://www.knx-gebaeudesysteme.de/sto_g/English/APPLICATIONS/2CDC500051M0203_ApplikationsHB_Beleuchtung_EN.pdf
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News and facts

E 90 range of fuse disconnectors
and fuseholders
Uncompromising performance

Protection

In this brochure you will find the 
complete offer of fuseholders E 90: 
discover the ABB range, from IEC 
to UL standard, CCC and marine 
approval. Plenty of codes that allow you 
to expand your business worldwide, 
together with diagrams, tips about 
application and much more.
Brochure: 2CSC444002B0204

E 90 fuseholders 
brochure

Uncompromising 
performance

System pro M compact®

The new fuse disconnector ranges 
E 90/50 and E 90/125 
 

New fuse switch 
disconnectors 
E 90/50A and 
E 90/125A brochure

Discover in this small brochure 
the features, worldwide approvals 
and benefits of new fuse switch 
disconnectors 50A/125A specifically 
designed by ABB to accept cylindrical 
fuses gG, aM, gR and many more. 
Industrial application safety is now in 
your hand!
Brochure: 2CSC444007B0201

Uncompromising 
performance

Protection

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/3ed2410baecf62eac1257d960057991e/$file/2CSC444002B0204.pdf
http://search.abb.com/library/Download.aspx?DocumentID=2CSC444007B0201&LanguageCode=en&DocumentPartId=&Action=Launch


S800 B. High performance miniature circuit breakers. 
Simply innovative. Safety has never been easier

Limit downtime in industrial electrical systems while ensuring maximum safety for operators 
and ease of access to devices: S800 B high performance circuit breakers are efficient  
products at a reasonable cost and designed for overload and short-circuit protection in  
distribution systems with 16 kA breaking capacity. They comply with Standard CEI EN 60947-2  
and feature 80 to 125 A rated current values with B, C, D and K characteristic curves. Thanks 
to a red/green signal, showing the position of internal moving contacts, and to a switch lever, 
that stops in the middle position in case of thermal or magnetic tripping, they show why 
tripping occurred at a glance, enabling prompt maintenance. www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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News and facts

Troubleshooting Software

Do you want to configure H+Line 
devices? Do you have questions about 
how it works? Download this software 
following the link at the end of this 
section, install it on your laptop and run 
it every time you need support for your 
H+Line system. 
Link: http://goo.gl/58mXvh

ABB presents e-Design, the new 
engineering software suite to meet the 
needs of electrical sector professionals 
working in a constantly changing 
market. e-Design makes it possible to 
design an electrical system, optimizing 
production times to the maximum, 
thanks to the ability to access a product 
portfolio to be used in synergy through 
intuitive and simple functionalities. The 
suite’s appealing and brand-new look, 
combined with a general optimization 
of the functionalities that have always 
characterized ABB software, make 
it an innovative tool in step with the 
technologies currently available in the 
sector.
Download e-Design suite:  

www.abb.com/edesign-software

H+Line troubleshoot e-Design

One click to install and 
configure H+Line

New engineering software 
suite

http://goo.gl/58mXvh
www.abb.com/edesign-software
www.abb.com/edesign-software


e-Design is the new integrated suite, designed and produced by ABB 
for all professionals working in the electrical sector: designers, panel builders, 
installers and wholesalers’ technical offices. e-Design enables an electrical system 
to be designed optimizing processing times, thanks to simple and intuitive 
functionalities and management of a full product portfolio.

Download e-Design suite
www.abb.com/edesign-software

 
 

e-Design. Everyone has a project.
We have the solution to make it happen.
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Infographics

Every household has several of these lit-
tle life savers, yet few of us know how 
this hidden device has a huge impact on 
the safe and convenient use of electricity. 
This year, ABB celebrates the 90-year anni-
versary of the circuit breaker patent. Invent-
ed by Hugo Stotz in 1923, the world’s first 
miniature circuit breaker (MCB) combined 
thermal and magnetic trips unit into one 
device. He developed a reusable device, 
which was able to switch off high currents 
without destroying the fuse. And in 1924, 
he received the patent for his invention. 

Faster than the blink of an eye
Over the years, the ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT 
company continuously improved the break-
er technology and kept up with technolo-
gy standards, such as the DIN-Rail in 1970 
making it even easier to install. Today, when 
the ABB circuit breaker reacts to short cir-
cuits or overloads, it trips and interrupts the 
current within 10 milliseconds. When this 
happens, the breaker is exposed to intense 
heat ranging 5,000-6,000 degrees Celsius – 
capable of melting rocks – but easily reacts 
10 times faster than the blink of an eye.
Infografhics: 9AKK106103A8142

Infographics MCB

ABB celebrates the 
miniature circuit breaker’s 
90th anniversary 

News and facts

Sources:
H.Ballhausen und U. Kleinelümern Book of handy inventions. Ideas of geniuses that moved the world; p. 81

BBC http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/athletics/8204381.stm

Whale and Dolphin Society http://www.wdcs-de.org/

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung www.faz.net/aktuell/gesellschaft/umwelt/evolution-neue-theorie-zur-ausbreitung-der-saeuger-

 1407543.html

Die Zeit http://www.zeit.de/2010/44/F-Hochgeschwindigkeitshaendler
Badische Zeitung http://www.badische-zeitung.de/kreis-emmendingen/5000-grad-bringen-steine-zum-
 schmelzen--64760470.html

Miniature circuit breaker
High demands in small spaces

Heidelberg

Heidelberg

Marseille

In 2013, 42 milion miniature circuit 
breakers were produced in Heidelberg.
Lining them up in a row would stretch 

across a line of 720 kilometers.
From Heidelberg to Marseille.

During the time it would take Usain Bolt 
to run 100 meters, 16 miniature 
circuit breakers come off the produc-
tion line in Heidelberg.

A circuit breaker’s lifecycle  
can reach far beyond 30 years.

This is about the same as a blue 
whale’s life expectancy.

The speed to trigger it takes 
10 milliseconds. 

This is 10 times faster than a 
human eye can blink.

Li-ion

A miniature circuit breaker can 
disconnect up to 50 kA 

short circuit current. 

The same amount of current from
50,000 smartphone batteries.

When a miniature circuit breaker trips, the 
inside of its body can reach temperatures 
between 5,000 to 6,000 degrees 
Celsius. 

Even rocks can melt at that temperature.

Nonetheless, the miniature circuit breaker 
trips reliably and safely without any 
danger. 

Everyone knows him and everyone has one at home – a miniature cir-
cuit breaker. Without this circuit breaker, we would find our daily activ-
ities unpleasantly interrupted. After all, there is a lot of high-tech in this 
small device.

In 1923, Hugo Stotz invented the 
first miniature circuit breaker.

The same year ice cream on the stick  
was invented. And one year later a 

patent was awarded for the first 
miniature circuit breaker.

Production plant 
Germany

More than

40 million
miniature 
circuit breakers 
every year

 Stretching across 
720 kilometers

Lifespan over
30 years

1923
Invention

10 times 
faster

5,000 - 6,000 °C

16 pieces
 

50,000
smartphone-

batteries

There are more than 
4,500 types of miniature 
circuit breakers. 

That’s as many different types
of mammals on Earth.

More than
4,500

types

in 9.58 seconds

Sources:
H.Ballhausen und U. Kleinelümern Book of handy inventions. Ideas of geniuses that moved the world; p. 81

BBC http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/athletics/8204381.stm

Whale and Dolphin Society http://www.wdcs-de.org/

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung www.faz.net/aktuell/gesellschaft/umwelt/evolution-neue-theorie-zur-ausbreitung-der-saeuger-

 1407543.html

Die Zeit http://www.zeit.de/2010/44/F-Hochgeschwindigkeitshaendler
Badische Zeitung http://www.badische-zeitung.de/kreis-emmendingen/5000-grad-bringen-steine-zum-
 schmelzen--64760470.html
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EQ meters. Smoother production and increased 
efficiency.

Improving energy efficiency starts with metering. To identify processes and behaviors 
that waste energy, use ABB’s EQ meters. By using EQ meters you can save energy 
while getting a complete overview of your electrical system. It tells where power  
quality needs improvement and helps smoothen production. Install ABB’s EQ meters 
and start improving your bottom line immediately!  Read more under Modular DIN Rail 
Products on www.abb.com/lowvoltage

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/749c48a003baaf6583257d350020c0fe/$file/9AKK106103A8142_MCB_Infographic_eng.pdf
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Improving energy efficiency starts with metering. To identify processes and behaviors 
that waste energy, use ABB’s EQ meters. By using EQ meters you can save energy 
while getting a complete overview of your electrical system. It tells where power  
quality needs improvement and helps smoothen production. Install ABB’s EQ meters 
and start improving your bottom line immediately!  Read more under Modular DIN Rail 
Products on www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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Top 5
The requirements for railway are increasing and will 
continue to do so. During their everyday work, the trains 
are exposed to very high environmental, electrical and 
mechanical loads. This means a constant stream of new, 
more demanding safety standards for railway. 
ABB DIN-Rail range offers highly reliable and easy to install 
products developed for railway applications, fully compliant 
with the main standards for the railway segment.

The miniature circuit breaker S 200 M UC 
extends the established ABB System pro 
M compact® product range with an MCB 
for DC and AC applications. Its high 
inbuilt short circuit breaking capacity 
across the entire model line, and its 
flexible AC and DC application make it 
truly unique. Whether warehousing or 
project engineering, planning, installing 
or maintaining your equipment, the 
S 200 M UC is a simple and flexible 
solution. In the S 200 MT range of MCBs 
for traction, specific materials are used 
that are classified with an hazard level 
R26/HL3 according to EN 45545-2. 
Plastic materials are also classified 
I2-F3 according to the NF F 16-101/102 
(“Railway Rolling Stock Fire Behavior-
Choice of Materials” and “Railway Rolling 
Stock Fire Behavior-Choice of Materials, 
Application to  Electrical Equipment”).

S 200
Miniature circuit-breaker 
for railways

S800S and S800S UC are the high 
performance circuit breakers that meet 
requirements and satisfy needs of 
high demanding railway application. 
Compliant with the main international 
and national standard for railway 
applications, the S800S range provides 
also many advantages and technical 
features that make them the right 
choice for installation in rolling stock: 
housing materials, specific for traction 
with hazard level R26/HL3 classified in 
accordance to EN 45545-2 and also 
classified I2-F3 according the NF F 16-
101/102 thus responding to exigency 3; 
products are tested according to shock 
and vibration resistance test considering 
Category 1, Class A and Class B.

S800
High performance circuit-
breaker for railways

S500UC series, K characteristic is 
an alternative solution for railways 
application when it is needed with an 
MCCB or as a back-up for downstream 
MCBs. The range features several 
types of adjustable thermal releases, 
which are ideal for protecting motors or 
applications in direct current circuits.
S500UC-K guarantees an hazard level 
R26/HL3 according to EN 45545 and 
exigency 4 according to NF F 16-
101/102 (I2-F0)
Category 1 - Class A/B as shock and 
vibration resistance. 

S500
High performance circuit-
breaker for railways

News and facts
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The DS201T range of RCBOs are 
designed for rolling stock applications. 
The Materials used in DS201T are 
classified according to EN 45545-2 
including the plastic materials which 
are also classified according to 
NF F 16 - 101/102. 
Additionally to the high quality standards 
and the flammability requirements, rail 
applications have specific demands that 
have to be fulfilled like resistance to 
shocks and vibrations.
The resistance to vibrations and shocks 
of RCBOs DS201 T has been positively 
tested according to: IEC 61373 - 2010

DS201T
RCBO for rolling stock

The new EQ meters A42 552 – 120 and 
A42 553 - 120 in platinum functionality 
level are primarily intended for single 
phase metering in any 16.7 Hz network 
but they work also fine in any 50 or 
60 Hz networks. It makes them ideal for 
applications in the infrastructure around 
railroads with these frequencies but they 
are not intended for use on rolling stock. 
The meters supply high level performance 
for reliable metering values.

EQ meters
Meters for railway 
infrastructure

News and facts

DIN-Rail components for rolling stock 
applications

Catalog | Edition 2014

Following DIN-Rail products are compliant to meets R26 requirements and 
are classified with the highest hazard level HL3.

Family Product  

name

EN 

45545

NF F 16 - 

101/102

IEC 61373 GOST  

9219-88

IEC/EN  

60898-1

IEC/EN  

60898-2

IEC/EN  

60947-2

IEC/EN  

61009

Miniature Circuit Breaker S 200 MT R26/HL3 I2F3 Category 1 - Class A/B x x x

Miniature Circuit Breaker S 200 MT UC R26/HL3 I2F3 Category 1 - Class A/B x x x

Miniature Circuit Breaker S 200 M UC R26/HL3 I3F2 Category 1 - Class A/B x x x

Miniature Circuit Breaker S 200 P R26/HL3 I1F1 Category 1 - Class A/B x x x

Miniature Circuit Breaker S 280 UC R26/HL3 I1F2 Category 1 - Class A/B x x x

High Performance MCBs S800S R26/HL3 I3F2 Category 1 - Class B x x x

High performance MCBs S800S UC R26/HL3 I3F2 Category 1 - Class B x x

High Performance MCBs S500 UC R26/HL3 I2F0 Category 1 - Class A/B x x

High Performance MCBs S800HV R26/HL3 I3F2 Category 1 - Class A/B x x

RCBO DS201T R26/HL3 I2F3 Category 1 - Class A/B x

DIN-Rail components rolling 

stock application catalog

2CDC002053D0204

Railway poster 
9AKK106103A8168

 

An ABB technical journal 
for Enclosures and  

DIN‑Rail Products users

2 |14 

Case History
ABB products play a part at 2014 World Cup
Powering the railways
Overview of main standards concerning railways  
application and products requirements

News and know‑how  
for informed professionals

Day by DIN

Low voltage solutions for 
rail applications

www.abb.com/lowvoltage

ABB is a market leader in supplying reliable products and 
services to the rolling stock manufacturers and for the 
rail infrastructure. With a truly global organization, we 
are committed to local competence and local service. 

Rail applications require the highest possible safety level. 
Therefore special regulations and standards are in place. 
Our products are designed to provide the safety level re-
quired and comply with the standards in this industry.

Technical article in Day by DIN 2|14: 
"Powering the railways: overview 
of main standards concerning 
railways application and product 
requirements".
2CSC007060G0209

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/3dba40cb131e44f3c1257d2c002588cd/$file/2CDC002053D0204.pdf
http://search.abb.com/library/Download.aspx?DocumentID=9AKK106103A8168&LanguageCode=en&DocumentPartId=&Action=Launch
http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/b2f490c5b642215fc1257d2c00490408/$file/2CSC007060G0209.pdf
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Specific energy bearable by cables
Section  
mm2 PVC EPR HEPR
50 33.062.500 39.062.500 51.122.500
35 16.200.625 19.140.625 25.050.025
25 8.265.625 9.765.625 12.780.625
16 3.385.600 4.000.000 5.234.944
10 1.322.500 1.562.500 2.044.900
6 476.100 562.500 736.164
4 211.600 250.000 327.184
2,5 82.656 97.656 127.806
1,5 29.756 35.156 46.010
The cable sizing depends, in addition to the specific let-through energy of the circuit breakers, also on the voltage drop of the 
line and on the flow capacity.

I dati della tabella precedente si riferiscono ai seguenti cavi:
 
PVC EPR HEPR
FM9 H07RN-F N07G9-K
FM9OZ1  FTG10OM1
N07V-K  RG7OR
FROR  FG7OM1
  FG7OR

 
Sigla di designazione

Riferimento del cavo alle norme  armonizzato H
 CELENEC lad otuicsonocir elanoizan ovac A

Tensione nominale Uo/U   001/001 ≤ Uo/U < 300/300 01
 V 003/003 03
 V 005/003 05
 V 057/054 07
 V 0001/057 1

Materiali per isolanti e guaine non metalliche  etilene- vinilacetato G
 elarenim M

 elinivilop id orurolc V
Forma del conduttore  essfi inoizallatsni rep ovac nu id elibissefl erottudnoc K

Alcuni cavi in commercio sono identificati in modo diverso secondo la designazione CEI-UNEL 35011.

Descrizione prodotto e codici ........  pag. 2/1

Approfondimenti tecnici  
e guida alle applicazioni 
Interruttori magnetotermici e differenziali

System 
pro M compact®
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The expert answers

Good morning DIN-Rail
ABB answers many questions posted for our experts through email.  
Send your technical questions to mail.daybydin@abb.com, the most interesting 
ones will be published and answered in the next issues of Day by DIN.

About your article “Selectivity and Back-
up” published in Day by DIN 2/12, how 
does the “overvoltage category” of cir-
cuit breakers tie into the backup issue?

What is the overvoltage category?
The overvoltage category is defined by the 
IEC EN 60898 and IEC EN 61009-1 Stand-
ards, relating to products for use in residen-
tial and commercial environments, in which 
users do not require any special knowledge in 
the electrical field. 
 The overvoltage category of a circuit break-
er is its ability to limit the amount of energy that 
is allowed to pass until the time of extinction 
of the short-circuit. This energy travels down-
stream circuits (cables, switches) and there-
fore impacts their sizing. The overvoltage cat-
egory provides only a rough indication of the 
product's features as it only defines the upper 
threshold of the I2t value actually allowed to flow 
through the circuit breaker. In the same over-
voltage category, two or more circuit breakers 
may feature different I2t values.
 There are three overvoltage categories: Cat-
egory 3 has the highest performance because 
it prescribes the lowest I2t threshold values.
 The information that can be inferred solely 
from the overvoltage category is therefore not 
sufficient to verify the coordination between cir-
cuit breakers in series. Unlike the overvoltage 
category, the overvoltage curves of the specif-
ic let-through energy give the I2t values in 
relation to the value of the presumed short-cir-
cuit current, crucial information both for verify-

Marco Castoldi: Product Manager - DIN-Rail Products

Angelo Di Iorio: Product Manager - DIN-Rail Products

ing the protection of conductors against short-
circuits to properly choose cables, and for the 
theoretical analysis of the coordination of devic-
es in series in short-circuit conditions as well.
 To assist in verifying the cable protection, 
ABB indicates in its documentation the beara-
ble energy of the most commonly used cables 
in relation to their section.

How can I ensure the short-circuit coordi-
nation of circuit breakers? 
The backup tables available in many ABB pub-
lications, including the System pro M com-
pact® technical catalog, are the most useful 
and simple tools to use for selecting compo-
nents. The backup values shown are derived 
from the lab tests specifically laid down in 
the product standards and carried out for 
the circuit breakers shown in the tables.

 − If the backup value is equal to or greater than 
the short-circuit current at the installation 
point of the downstream circuit breaker, 
coordination of the two products is assured.

–  Moreover, if the short-circuit current value 
at the installation point of the downstream 
circuit breaker is less than or equal to the 
value indicated in the selectivity table, selec-
tivity is also guaranteed.

An example
In a system in which the presumed short-
circuit current is equal to 40kA, you need 
to verify the protection against short-cir-
cuit composed by a Series S 800 S circuit 
breaker with a C curve and rated current of 

100 A installed upstream of a number of start 
devices protected by Series SN 201 circuit 
breakers with a C curve and rated currents 
up to 25 A. Consulting the overvoltage curves 
of the specific let-through energy I2t of the 
S800 S-C100 circuit breaker published in the  
System pro M compact® catalog (Figure 01) 
we obtain an I2t value of 90,000 A²s. Compar-
ing it, as prescribed by the IEC 64-8 Standard, 
with the K²S² value bearable by the cables 
(Figure 02), one can verify that protection 
against short-circuits is guaranteed already 
starting from 2.5 mm² sections for EPR insu-
lated cables or from 4 mm² sections for PVC 
insulated cables. These sections are definite-
ly smaller than those of cables which guar-
antee an adequate flow rate (≥ 100 A) and a 
proportionate voltage drop.
Once the cable protection has been checked, 
you can then verify the short-circuit coordi-
nation of the circuit breakers.
For the combination of S800S upstream and 
201 SN downstream, ABB declares a back-
up coordination up to 50 kA. This means that 
it is proven and able to interrupt short-cir-
cuit currents up to 50 kA. The combination 
thus more than meets the protection require-
ments against short-circuit in the case taken 
as an example.
This example shows that overvoltage curves 
allow verification of the protection of conduc-
tors against short-circuit, while the backup 
tables allow verification of the short-circuit 
coordination of circuit breakers in series.

01 02

mail.daybydin@abb.com


ABB is a market leader in supplying reliable products and services to the rolling stock 
manufacturers and for the rail infrastructure. With a truly global organization, we are 
committed to local competence and local service. Rail applications require the highest 
possible safety level. Therefore special regulations and standards are in place. Our 
products are designed to provide the safety level required and comply with the stand-
ards in this industry. For more information please visit www.abb.com/lowvoltage

Reliable low voltage solutions for rail applications. 
Personal safety is our highest requirement.
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Technical

Hospital application:  
how to ensure 
operational continuity and 
human safety without 
compromises
Francesca Sassi: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail products
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Technical

T 
o ensure operational continuity 
without compromising human 
safety.
Operational continuity is the life-

line of any hospital installation and the 
availability of electricity is a major aspect 
when it comes to continuity. To maintain 
continuity, the electrical network should 
be available even in case of unexpected 
events. The devices being used in this 
environment should protect without ham-
pering the continuity. This will help in pre-
venting the power failures and downtimes 
and allow the patients to be treated with-
out interruptions. The critical installations 
in a hospital include Emergency rooms, 
Intensive Care Units, Operation Theatres 
where there cannot be any stoppage of 
power supply. It is extremely important to 
ensure the continuity of medical services 
for patients and at the same time guar-
antee high levels of comfort to maintain 
healthy environment.

Serving efficiency in the hospital envi-
ronments
 Hospital environments are complex instal-
lations where several different applications 
exist and to always ensure service continuity 
is a very big challenge. To handle this envi-
ronment a deep knowledge of the installa-
tion practices with appropriate character-
istics is required. 
 For this reason, the products installed 
in the hospitals must be certified accord-
ing to IEC 60364, which is the specific 
standard that applies to electrical installa-
tions in medical locations to ensure safety 
of patients and other persons in the envi-
ronment.
 In particular, the IEC standard 60364 
paragraph 7-710 refers to group 2 medical 
locations “where applied parts are intended 
to be used in applications such as intra-
cardiac procedures, operating theatres and 
vital treatment where discontinuity (failure) 
of the supply can cause danger to life”.
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Technical

 In group 2 medical locations installed 
products must be designed and manufac-
tured to operate in a perfectly integrated 
manner. 
Choosing a reliable partner is the key to 
reach the objective in terms of safety and 
efficiency. 

Safety prescriptions for medical locations
 The hazard of electrocution may arise 
from direct contact with a live part of the 
circuit, or from indirect contact with a metal 
part, for example the metal body of a ster-
ilizer, which is not normally live, but which 
has become live due to an insulation mal-
function. The standard IEC 60364-7-710 
allows the following protection systems 
against direct and indirect contact
in medical locations. 

Protection against direct contact
 For protection against direct contact with 
live parts only insulation of the active parts 
or the segregation thereof through the use 
of barriers or casings with a protection lev-
el no less than IPXXD (or IP4X) for horizon-
tals surfaces within reach are allowed, and 
IPXXB (or IP2X) in all the other cases.

Protection against indirect contact
Protection against indirect contact in medical 
locations is based on the following provisions:
a)  Protection through automatic disconnec-

tion of the power supply.
b)  Supplementary equipotential bonding for 

the conductive parts and the extraneous 
conductive parts present in the patient 
environment, or which may enter the zone;

c) Medical IT System;
d) Use of equipment with Class II insulation;
e)  Systems with very low safety voltage 

(SELV and PELV).
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Technical

a)  Protection through automatic cir-
cuit breaking

 This protection must be applied in a way 
that is compatible with the earth connec-
tion method used by the network (TN or 
TT) and bearing in mind that the value of 
the limit contact voltage UL, in the event 
of a malfunction, is reduced to 25 V (for 
the section of system in low voltage).

b) Supplementary equipotential bonding
 The standard IEC 60364-7-710 pre-
scribes the implementation of main equi-
potential connections, at the base of each 
building, in order to guarantee the equipo-
tentiality of all the extraneous conductive 
parts entering the same building, and of 
supplementary equipotential connections 
in the environments at greatest electri-
cal risk. Group 1 and 2 medical locations 
are expressly covered by this prescription 

With its H+LINE product line, ABB offers its expertise and technical experi-
ence in a sector, namely the hospital sector, that requires a very high degree of 
innovation and research, as well as a constant guarantee of safety and results.  
ABB System pro M compact® H+Line hospital equipment is a complete and high 
performing solution to assure safety and service continuity in group 2 medical loca-
tions. H+Line products are specifically designed for group 2 medical environments 
in full compliance with Standard IEC 60364-7-710, specifically:

 − Intensive therapy wards, operating rooms, cardio surgical rooms, ICU, etc.
 − Day hospitals, clinics, rest homes, dental and veterinary clinics, etc.

H+LINE

because the differences of potential between 
conductive parts and extraneous conduc-
tive parts and therefore the currents that 
could affect a patient in contact with such 
conductive parts are limited to the maxi-
mum with the additional equipotential con-
nections. Each room for medical use must 
therefore be equipped with its own equipo-
tential bonding bus bar to which the elec-
trical devices and all the metallic parts that 
can close an electrical circuit to earth must 
be connected, so that if an indirect contact 
of a device (even external to the premises) 
occurs, all the conductive parts and the 
extraneous conductive parts assume almost 
the same potential instantaneously (no sig-
nificant difference of potential between the 
devices accessible to the patient).

ISOLTESTER
Monitors earth leakage in 
230V IT-M circuits

SELVTESTER
Monitors earth leakage in 24V 
SELV circuits which supply 
scialitic lamps

QSD
Provides acoustic and 
luminous indication inside 
medical locations in case of 
first fault to earth

TI
Provides separation between 
the distribution network and 
the downstream loads

QSO
Floor standing and wall 
mounting switchboards for 
supplying and protection of 
medical locations
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ABB i-bus® KNX is the intelligent installation system that meets the highest require-
ments for applications in modern home and building control. It is the first open 
STANDARD for home and building control approved as ISO/IEC 14543 standard 
as well as EN 50090 and EN 13321-1 and it fulfills requirements of comfort, secu-
rity and economy in the electrical installation of buildings.

 − With the ABB i-bus KNX buildings is to manage and control more easily, resulting 
in increased flexibility, security, economic efficiency and convenience. 

 − The operational flexibility of an ABB i-bus KNX makes the workplace or everyday 
life to be easily adapted to individual needs, present and future.  

 − The range of ABB i-bus KNX covers all applications found in modern buildings, 
ranging from lighting and shutter control to heating, ventilation, security, energy 
management and many others

ABB i-bus® KNX technology 

c) Medical IT System
 According to the IEC EN reference 
standard 60364-7-710, as group 2 med-
ical locations, the use of Medical IT Sys-
tem is mandatory, in fact it makes it pos-
sible to:

 − limit the indirect contact currents by 
containing the contact voltages;

 − reduce leakage currents;
 − guarantee continuity of service in the 

event of a first earth fault of a device.
With the Medical IT System, the circuits 
branched to the secondary must be pro-
tected with fuses or thermomagnetic 
automatic circuit breakers, but not RCDs 
because the RCD would not be effective 
in this particular system.

d) Class II components
 Medical electric equipments too can 
be implemented with insulation in class II 
and carry the “double insulation” symbol.
For these devices there is no obligation to 
connect them to earth if installed in ordi-
nary or group 1 locations; instead they 
must be connected to the equipotential 
bonding bus bar (or to a sub-node) if used 
in group 2 medical locations.

e) Protection against direct and indi-
rect contacts (SELV and PELV systems)
 The combined protection against direct 
and indirect contacts is assured by very low 

safety voltage which can be implemented 
with SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) and 
PELV (Protection Extra Low Voltage) sys-
tems, provided that their rated voltage is 
not higher than 25 V in alternating current 
and 60 V in non inverted direct current. 
The power supply must arrive from a safe-
ty transformer or from a battery and the 
SELV and PELV circuits must be installed 
in the manner prescribed by IEC 60364-
4.The active parts, if not adequately insu-
lated, must be protected with a protec-
tion degree that is at least IP XXB and, for 
higher horizontal surfaces within reach (for 
example, beds, tables or other surfaces), 
at least IP XXD. The use of these systems 
in Group 2 rooms requires the following 
additional provisions:

 − the safety transformer must be pow-
ered at the primary by the Medical IT 
System if devices that enter the “patient 
environment” are connected to SELV 
or PELV systems;

 − the devices powered must be connected 
with the equipotentialisation system 
of the medical locations (equipotential 
node).

SELV and PELV systems are rarely used, 
except for supplying power to dedicated 
devices, such as scialytic lighting devices 
or infusion pumps.

Read on the website all the information  
about ABB KNX solution

http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/
products/intelligent-building-systems/
abb-i-bus-knx

http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/intelligent-building-systems/abb-i-bus-knx
http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/intelligent-building-systems/abb-i-bus-knx
http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/intelligent-building-systems/abb-i-bus-knx
http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/intelligent-building-systems/abb-i-bus-knx
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Small cause, large effect: as the world’s 
first pluggable socket system, SMISSLINE 
TP ensures that load-free devices and 
components can be snapped on and off 
under voltage without the need for addi-
tional personal protective equipment to 
guard against electrical hazards. That 
opens up completely new prospects for 
you when it comes to flexible installa-
tion, quick and safe maintenance and 
service continuity, all aspects very impor-
tant in hospital installation.

SMISSLINE TP at a glance:
– SAFE: load-free plugging in and unplug-
ging possible under power
– FLEXIBLE: rapid replacement, easy 
expansion
– TIME AND SPACE SAVINGS thanks 
to the plug-in technology

SMISSLINE plug-in devices

Technical

The SMISSLINE TP pluggable socket 
system is completely finger-safe (IP2XB) 
– when devices are plugged in and 
unplugged, the system is always touch-
proof. This means that SMISSLINE TP 
prevents any danger to personnel from 
switching arcs or accidental arcing.

SMISSLINE TP Range is composed by:
 − Miniature circuit-breaker 1-, 2-, 3- 

and 4-pole
 − Residual-current circuit-breaker 2- 

and 4-pole
 − Combined RCCB-MCB 2- and 4-pole
 − Surge arrester type 2
 − Switch disconnector
 − Motor protection switch
 − Busbar system, contact rails max. 100 

A; incoming system with max. 200 A
 − Wide range of accessories

Technical catalogue SMISSLINE TP
2CCC451059C0202 

Technical guide H+LINE 
2CSC470010B0202

KNX systems 

2CDC500098C0202
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Contacts

ABB SACE
A division of ABB S.p.A.
Modular Devices
Viale dell’Industria, 18
20010 Vittuone (MI) - Italy
Tel.: +39 02 9034 1
Fax: +39 02 9034 7609

www.abb.com

Data and images are not binding. Depending on technical 
development and the products, we reserve the right to 
modify the content of this document without notice.

Copyright 2012 ABB. All right reserved.

ABB i-bus® KNX
Smart Home and
Intelligent Building Control
Product Range Overview 2014/2015

Technical catalogue
SmiSSline TP-Touch proof system 
Power and safety

Catalogue | May 2013

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/3fe78b04ddd7fc08c1257c1c0027f812/$file/2ccc451059c0202.pdf
http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/b328edfee18d093fc1257b040031ec76/$file/2CSC470010B0202_HLINE%20EN.pdf
http://www.busch-jaeger.de/uploads/tx_bjeprospekte/ABB_Product_ABB_i-bus_KNX_overview_01.pdf
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ABB data center 
solution  
for Chinese 
postal company 
Hot pluggable solutions were key benefits 
for Beijing Post Company.

Anne Heeke: Marketing Communication Manager - Enclosures and DIN-Rail products

 “We were able to offer the whole solu-
tion with outstanding technology and con-
venience service,” says Cheney-ZhaoZhen 
Chen, ABB’s Product Group Marketing 
Manager for Enclosures & DIN Rail prod-
ucts in China. “Especially, the solution of 
SMISSLINE busbar and adaptor with S200 
MCB met China Post’s requirement of hot 
plugability and also saves costs for the 
power counters.”

 In addition, the auxillary contactors 
installed at the bottom of the MCBs for 
status detection helps save a significant 
amount of space in the cabinets. Besides 
S200 MCB and SMISSLINE, ABB also pro-
vided all other low voltage components 
such as Tmax breakers, OVR surge pro-
tection devices, the monitoring system 
(EM-PDU) with a touch screen, which dis-
plays all electric parameters and controls 
of the power cabinet.

W
ith its 51,000 branches, the 
China Post Group is not 
your typical postal opera-
tion as it offers many addi-

tional services besides mail delivery. From 
online greeting card services to booking 
your flight or hotel reservations to financial 
bank services, its communication infra-
structure is critical to serving one of the 
most populous countries in the world.

Saving space and lowering costs
 To meet the increasing public service 
needs, the China Post Group decided to 
invest in a modern data center. ABB was 
able to provide a complete solution for 
the core data center of the national postal 
information system in Beijing. A key deci-
sion factor was ABB’s switchboard with 
low voltage components that would save 
space in cabinets and lower costs.

Offering complete solution
 Specifically, ABB supplied power dis-
tribution cabinets, Uninterrupted Power 
Supply (UPS) cabinets, and power coun-
ters. One requirement was that the pro-
tection Miniature Circuit Breakers (MCB) 
should be hot pluggable and adjustable 
for phases. 

Report
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Dominik Zerweck: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail Products

Identifying energy consumption 
by user and activity
ABB's energy meters with KNX interfaces enables large office 
buildings, such as the multiple building complex of University 
of Göttingen, to assign electricity charges to individual users. 
With energy costs exceeding millions of Euros every year, it is 
critical that the amount of energy consumption is clearly visible 
to individual users as well as facility management.   

 On the other, this facilitates the billing 
of costs to the respective user, i.e. the 
individual faculty or third parties, such as 
non-academic research institutes. Because 
usage behavior is a vital factor in energy 
consumption, energy managers and users 
have jointly established and implement-
ed additional technical and organization-
al energy saving initiatives.
 Initially, analogue pulse counters were 
mainly used which had to be read manual-
ly. An automatic remote transmission sys-
tem was retrofitted in order to enable the 
assignment of consumers as accurately as 
possible. Now, electronic energy meters 
with KNX interfaces from ABB are mainly 
used. As Gabriel Keller from the depart-
ment GM 360 ZWS/KNX explains, due to 
their functionality and excellent features, 
these devices have proven to be ideal for 
remote reading of energy measurements 
on all property owned by the University of 
Göttingen, including the University Medi-
cal Center (UMG).
 The consumption data from all buildings 
are automatically registered and evaluat-
ed by the energy management software 
"Energo". It is runned centrally on a visu-
alization PC. From here, consumption data 
can also be read directly via KNX which 
is the state of the art in refurbished build-
ings and new constructions. In addition 
to primary energy metering and water and 
district heating metering via KNX binary 
inputs, the bus system is mainly used to 
control shading and lighting and for con-
nection to weather stations.

A
round 26,300 students are cur-
rently enrolled at the University 
of Göttingen. They are accom-
modated in 235 individual cam-

puses constructed between year 1330 
and 2011. The building management 
system also supports 15 leased buildings 
or parts of buildings, with a total area of 
approximately 600,000m2.
 Minimizing the consumption of electric-
ity, water, heat and cold is one of the most 
important ways of ensuring efficient facil-
ity management. The cost of energy has 
increased steadily in the past few years. In 
the year 2000, EUR 7 million had to be paid 
for electricity and heating (not including the 
University Medical Center), a figure which 
had risen to EUR 11.5 million by 2007.
 An eleven-point plan adopted in 2006 to 
reduce consumption and costs is already 
showing significant results. It was possi-
ble to reduce the consumption of heat by 
10.7% compared with 2005 and electrici-
ty by just under 8%, a figure which rose to 
17.2% and 14.7% when adjusted to com-
pare the same circumstances as in 2005. 
In spite of this, energy costs rose in 2011 
to EUR 13.8 million.

Changing times
 Alongside the replacement of refriger-
ating and heating systems and the renew-
al of windows or façade heat insulation, 
precise load profiles enables energy sav-
ings. Energy meters have therefore been 
installed in all buildings. On the one hand, 
this enables the detailed documentation 
of energy consumption.

 Error messages, e.g. from energy 
meters, are also transmitted via KNX to 
the 24hr central error message receiving 
station. This station records each message, 
determines which actions are necessary 
and identifies who should be informed.

Transparency of consumption
 One of the sites where A series energy 
meters from ABB are being installed is at 
the Schwann-Schleiden Research Centre 
for Molecular Biology on the North Cam-
pus - one of the university's largest con-
struction projects. Five institutions for the 
science and zoology have been working 
here under one roof since April 2011. Of 
a total area of 3200m2, 2200m2 is taken 
up by laboratories. In addition, 20 climat-
ic chambers are available for use by the 
scientists.
 As far as possible, the aim is to pro-
vide institute-specific billing in consultation 
with the users. This means that consump-
tion readings must be determined sepa-
rately, i.e. that individual consumers, such 
as corridor lighting, climatic chambers or 
laboratories, are precisely assigned to the 
respective energy meters. This results in 
a KNX structure with 380 addresses and 
15 lines, which for the land occupied by 
the University of Göttingen means devel-
opment of a comprehensive KNX sys-
tem with a total of 2148 addresses and 
104 lines, which must be operated as far 
as possible in a failsafe manner.
 The ZS/S 1.1 meter interface from ABB 
reads data from energy meters via its infra-
red interface and converts them into KNX 
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telegrams. To enhance reliability, all infor-
mation is transmitted from a technical net-
work which has a special security system.

Load profile function
 Gabriel Keller emphasizes that A44 
energy meters from ABB with Platinum 
functionality are proving to be the best 
way to address the nature and extent of 
the challenges faced. The four-line display 
can also be read by "non-expert" employ-
ees. The decisive criterion, however, is the 
load profile function. This records energy 
consumption at predefined intervals. The 
meter also register pulses to the inputs 
from other meters, assigns profiles for the 
active and reactive energy and communi-
cates the amount of energy consumed and 
generated. Because one PV system feeds 
into the university network, 2 directional 
(imported and exported energy) meters 
are used for this purpose.
 The A series energy meters are IEC-cer-
tified and additionally certified and tested 
in accordance with the Measuring Instru-
ments Directive 2004/22/EG (MID) of the 
European Commission. The latter is man-
datory for meters in billing-related appli-
cations within the EU and the A44 energy 
meters are therefore ideal for the primary 
metering carried out here.
 The integrated real-time clock (RTC) 
with a calendar which automatically takes 
account of leap years and adjusts for day-
light saving changes, is used in meters for 
tariff switching according to IEC 62052-21 
and IEC 6205421. In the event of a power 
failure, the time is saved for the incident.

 The meter readings can be saved for all 
energy registers with a date and time stamp 
per day, week or month. In this way, the 
energy consumption from a previous period 
can be compared with the current period. 
Furthermore, it is possible for meters with 
a tariff function to store the meter readings 
of the individual tariffs (1 to 4) as well as 
the overall meter reading.
 The Platinum version of the A44 ener-
gy meter can determine minimum and 
maximum values. The average values are 
derived per interval for various measure-
ments and saved together with the data 
and time stamp. Values are also available 
for active, reactive and apparent power as 
well as the number of pulses counted on 
the inputs from other meters.
 The event log can register over-voltage 
and under-voltage and voltage failure per 
phase, negative power, power failure, and 
alarms - each recorded with date, time, 
event code, and duration of their occur-
rence.
 In addition to the high-end model, the 
A44 with Platinum functionality, which is 
used for primary metering, other meter 
version are used as for example as sub-
meters, depending on their version, Steel, 
Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum - i.e. 
their functionality level. All devices in this 
EQ meters series operate with very low 
power input, for example, the own con-
sumption is only 0,001VA per phase - 
which conforms to the energy objectives 
of the University of Göttingen.
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The expert answers

Doktor Wise

Francesca Sassi: Product Marketing Manager DIN-Rail products

Stefan Riemensperger: Product Marketing Manager DIN-Rail products

Phase-to-neutral circuits
When it is necessary to isolate the neutral
 In TT and TN systems, overcurrent pro-
tection of phase-to-neutral circuits is typ-
ically composed of two fuses or a circuit 
breaker with two protected poles (Figure 
01).
 
 In fact, it is sufficient to protect only 
the phase against overcurrents, and not 
the neutral as well, with a unipolar circuit 
breaker or with a fuse: this way, however, 
the neutral cannot be isolated.
 In TN systems, isolation of the neutral 
is not required, except in special cases 
where the phase-to-neutral circuit is derived 
from another phase-to-neutral circuit with 
a fuse or a unipolar circuit breaker on the 
neutral conductor, because otherwise the 
neutral would be put under voltage if the 
upstream fuse trips. (Figure 02).

TT or TN Systems

TN Systems

b) c)

a)

Figure 01

Figure 02

The new S 200 series of miniature 
circuit breakers ensure the protection 
of systems from overload and short-
circuit conditions.
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 In TT systems, the neutral must always 
be insulated and so it is not possible to 
interrupt only the phase. You can therefore 
use either two unipolar circuit breakers or 
a bipolar circuit breaker with only one pro-
tected pole (Figure 03).
 
 The insulation can be achieved using a 
device upstream, if the two downstream 
circuits can be taken off voltage simulta-
neously for work operations without com-
promising service continuity (Figure 04).
 
 IT systems allow only bipolar circuit 
breaker with two protected poles. Neither 
unipolar circuit breaker, nor bipolar ones 
with only one protected pole, nor fuses 
are acceptable (Figure 05).

TT Systems

TT or TN Systems

IT Systems

Figure 03

Figure 04

Figure 05

The S800B series is particularly 
suitable for protection against 
overloads and short-circuits in power 
distribution systems
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A 
hotel is made up of much more 
than just hotel rooms, it is a 
building teeming with life and 
emotions. A hotel possesses 

many different spaces with diverse usage. 
Here too, ABB‘s intelligent building control 
offers outstanding options for assuring 
efficient and environmentally friendly oper-
ation in receptions, public areas, seminar 
rooms, conference centres, health and 
fitness areas, restaurants, kitchens, service 
areas and outdoor facilities.

 The use of KNX solutions in hotel facili-
ties helps to provide maximum comfort for 
guests and to efficiently manage all func-
tions: room climate control, lighting con-
trol, shutter and venetian blind control, 
real-time energy consumption monitor-
ing, visualization of all building functions 
and many more.
 Added to all this is the reliability of a 
KNX system, which combines quality and 
flexibility, and significantly simplifies build-

ing monitoring and maintenance activi-
ties thanks to the ability to view and con-
trol the entire system from a central point 
(via a panel or the supervisory software) 
placed, for example, at the front desk.
 For a hotel, the advantages are obvious. 
The realization of KNX systems allows not 
only the streamlining and optimization of 
installation costs, but also to significant-
ly reducing the management and main-
tenance expenses, namely through the 
centralized display of the most important 
parameters and the immediate reporting 
of possible failures to the staff. Further-
more, the significantly increased energy 
efficiency as a result of an efficient con-
trol of, e.g., lighting and room climate form 
a strong advantage for the use of KNX in 
guest rooms and public areas.
 Energy saving and efficiency offer hotels 
not only cost savings but also a great 
opportunity from a communication per-
spective. By promoting green building 
concepts it is possible to inform guests of 

Comfort and efficiency  
for hotels
ABB i-bus KNX is the worldwide standard for home and building 
control offering a broad range of solutions for the automation of 
modern hotels.

the efforts made by management to mini-
mize environmental impact, not only with 
regard to the waste of water (commonly 
seen for years in many hotels in relation 
to washing towels), but also - and espe-
cially - with regard to an efficient intelli-
gent building control system.

Modularity and flexibility to serve needs 
of operators
 The KNX solutions are marked by high 
flexibility afforded by the ability to repro-
gram the devices during their operation, 
even months or years after installation, to 
respond to the changing needs of the cus-
tomer which can then be met easily and 
quickly.
 The progressive upgrading of the system 
is facilitated, compared to traditional installa-
tions, by an architecture based on lines and 
areas that communicate with each other via 
a low-voltage bus, to which additional com-
ponents for the integration of new applica-
tions can be added at any time.
 The expansion and modification of the 
system without limitations at any stage of 
its life cycle - with the aim of ensuring a 
safe and profitable investment over time 
and of being able to adapt to new require-
ments and to new requested functions - 
is further facilitated by modular and room 
based installation concepts. ABB's Room 
Master range offers combined DIN rail 
devices, which can be placed in the guest 
room distribution board to control all main 
functions: lighting, heating and shading 
control. For the decentralized installations 
in public areas ABB offers modular Room 
Controller devices, which can be placed 
e.g. in the underfloor or in false ceilings.

Thomas Rodenbusch-Mohr: Product Marketing Manager Intelligent Installation Products 
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The advantages compared to traditional 
installations and to proprietary systems
 Compared to a conventional equiva-
lent installation, the KNX system is marked 
by the presence of a single bus that con-
nects all the devices and over which these 
communicate with each other, by means 
of telegrams/messages, with the aim of 
exchanging information for controlling the 
building's functions. The presence of a sin-
gle low-voltage bus, decoupled from the 
power cables but installable in the same 
conduits, allows to reduce considerably 
- besides the costs - the wiring complex-
ity and the design and installation times. 
Additionally, there is the option to inte-
grate new features at any time, without 
the need to make substantial changes to 
the wiring, but simply by reprogramming 
the devices, with an overall flexibility that 
is unthinkable for conventional installa-
tions.

 The advantage of the KNX building auto-
mation solutions is also evident with respect 
to proprietary building automation sys-
tems, compared to which it is approved in 
accordance with the international standard 
(ISO/IEC 14543-3), the European standard 
(CENELEC EN 50090, CEN EN 13321- 1 
and 13321-2), the Chinese standard
(GB/Z 20965) and the US standard (ANSI/
ASHRAE 135). KNX products made by 
different manufacturers can be combined 
within the same system to ensure inter-
working and interoperability and to further 
protect the performance and reliability of 
the investment over time. Even commis-
sioning is standardized through the use of 
a single programming software, ETS (Engi-
neering Tool Software), developed under 
the responsibility of KNX Association and 
used for the devices of all manufacturers.
 KNX building automation solutions can 
also be easily interfaced with other exter-
nal systems, thanks to the availability of 
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a wide range of gateways. For example, 
an ABB i-bus KNX DALI Gateway can be 
used to control DALI ballasts in lighting 
control applications. Furthermore, KNX 
IP interfaces allow the integration of KNX 
to IP networks, e.g., for interfacing to a 
visualization system. 

The ABB i-bus KNX product range for 
hotels
 The ABB range for hotel exploits the 
vast potential offered by the products of 
the KNX Intelligent Building Control range. 
In particular, ABB's intelligent building con-
trol solution can be easily integrated to 
guest room management systems. This 
allows to control the climate system and 
the electric utilities that are enabled only 
when the room is occupied, optimizing 
energy consumption without sacrificing 
guest comfort.  
 The ABB product offering also features 
a full range of KNX devices for building 
automation: lighting control actuators, 
dimmers, occupancy sensors, motor-
ized shutter and utility control actuators, 
temperature control actuators (control of 
fan coils, solenoid valves, thermoelectric 
valves, motorized valves), binary inputs 
for interfacing conventional contacts (for 
example, door status contacts, bathroom 

pull-ropes, window contacts, conventional 
switches, etc.) to the KNX bus. The wide 
range of ABB i-bus KNX devices for Energy 
and Load Management (ZS/S Meter Inter-
face, SE/S Energy Actuator, EM/S Ener-
gy Module) allows to control the energy 
consumption throughout the hotel and to 
easily identify any inefficiencies: a range 
that represents a valuable support in the 
fight against waste. Not to forget the RC/A 
Room Controller and the RM/S Room Mas-
ter, indispensable products for streamlin-
ing design and installation by integrating 
in a single device all room control func-
tions (lighting, blinds, temperature).
 The ABB i-bus KNX range is rounded 
out by operation devices with impressive 
functions allowing a comfortable use of 
exclusive equipment – at a glance, with 
a minimum of touches. The KNX touch 
sensor, for example, is sufficient to dim 
the lights and operate the blinds. Or the 
functional elegance of the Bush-priOn® 
suffices to centrally and intuitively control 
the lights, the air-conditioning, the blinds 
and the music. Even more exclusive is the 
fascinating Busch-
ComfortTouch®. For the enjoyment of all 
networked functions in the suite – from 
lighting, temperature and shading up to
video player, sound system or the Internet.



Is there such a thing as easy home automation?

Of course.

ABB-free@home® is totally uncomplicated – from installation to 
configuration via an app on your tablet or laptop. Whether blinds, 
light, heating, air-conditioning or door communication – at last, 
comfort, safety and energy efficiency are easy to network. It takes 
little effort to meet all your customer‘s home automation needs. This 
gives electricians a clear competitive advantage. 
www.abb.com/freeathome
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E
-Design is the integrated suite, 
fully designed by ABB, dedicated 
to designers, technicians, engineer-
ing companies, panel builders and 

wholesalers. Thanks to e-Design you can 
design an electrical installation optimizing 
the elaboration time, benefiting from a prod-
ucts portfolio to exploit with synergy and 
from intuitive and simple functions. Software 
is structured with four integrated functional 
modules, allowing to support all planning 
stages of an electrical installation. All solu-
tions are studied in detail, from the electrical 
network dimensioning, to the switchboard 
configuration, up to the final estimation stage. 
 The registration procedure is very easy 
and, once completed, you can immediate-
ly download installers and upgrades.  
 e-Design can be considered a versatile 
tool because of the perfect connection and 
communication among its modules, which 
determines its main added value, allows 
all professionals involved in the project to 
cooperate. 

 Each one of them can have different 
modules, functions, depending on his/
her needs, and requirements bound to the 
type of activity carried out, considerably 
optimizing the execution times and dras-
tically reducing the possibility of errors. 
This together with the advanced addition-
al functions of e-Design, such as registra-
tion, download, installation and automatic 
upgrade, help desk and on-line documen-
tation, ensure a high performance for all 
types of projects.
 The suite has been designed focus-
ing especially on the needs of field pro-
fessionals - thanks to the help of experi-
enced ABB technicians. 
 This feature determines one of the most 
valuable benefits of the suite, which marks 
a net difference with the other solutions 
on the market. In fact, it makes possible 
a direct connection between the single 
line diagram and the definition of the front 
view, the design and automatic configura-
tion of the front view, the guided config-

Discover e-Design. 
ABB’s new software suite.
e-Design. Everyone has a project.
We have the solution to make it happen.

Pavlo Tkachenko: Product Marketing manager - Main distribution boards



FLEXIBILITY SPEED SIMPLICITY

4 interconnected modules 
accessible during all stages
of the project.

Project reusable
by all the professionals
involved in its creation.

Ability to save, 
duplicate and edit 
product and switchboard
configurations.

Guided configuration
of switchboards

Drawing of single-line 
diagram using predefined
macros.

Guided configuration
of switchboards

and products.
and products.

Calculation of single-line
diagram and automatic 
dimensioning
of conductors and control
and protection equipment.

Pavlo Tkachenko
Product Marketing manager
Main distribution boards
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uration of the devices, even for inexperi-
enced people, and the creation of default 
configurations.

Selection and configuration of products 
and accessories
 The selection and configuration pro-
cess, in which the technical features of 
devices are defined, is simple and intui-
tive even for less experienced users. 
 But, for the more experienced the pro-
cess is even more straightforward, and 
involves entering the product code or its 
description. The experienced user can 
also use the product search function by 
code or by description. 
 A dedicated function is available if 
changes have to be made to configura-
tions during the project. This enables prod-
uct configurations already finalized to be 
changed, which results in significant time 
savings.  

Quotations
 The software ensures effective prod-
uct organization, with a similar tree view 
as for files and folders, so that the user 
can work methodically, view the relevant 
product immediately and define the switch-
boards with ease.  
 Practical and prompt product manage-
ment is assured through the controls: Cut, 
Copy, Paste, Duplicate and Modify (that 
can also be applied to groups of compo-
nents), speeding up the estimate comple-
tion stage. 
 In addition, the “Favorites” function 
allows lists of products to be created and 
reused for subsequent projects, whilst 
the personalization options can be used 
to create individual customer records, ad 
hoc discount profiles and price lists. Final-
ly, print reports can be produced with dif-
ferent levels of detail, designed to meet a 
wide variety of needs.  
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Switchboard configuration and engi-
neering
 Thanks to the switchboard automat-
ic design guided process based on the 
list of devices, this functionality simplifies 
one of the most complex design stages, 
so that there is no need for an in-depth 
knowledge of ABB switchboard features. 
This prevents product compatibility errors. 
 Several controls are available to speed 
up any changes to the initial solution, and 
a dedicated module is provided to config-
ure busbar systems. e-Design’s temper-
ature-rise calculation functionality allows 
switchboard size to be carefully optimized.

Electrical dimensioning
 The software enables the single-line 
diagram to be drawn very easily, both in 
regards to power distribution and com-
mand and control circuits.
 The automatic process for dimension-
ing cables and choosing protection equip-
ment is designed to provide an optimized 
result both from the technical and eco-
nomic standpoint. The management of 
different feed sources and the possibility 
of creating various system operating sce-
narios provide further flexibility during the 
system dimensioning stage. 
 The curve drawing modules allow the 
checks of cable protection and coordi-
nation between protection devices to be 
carried out in a smooth and linear way.
  Finally, there is the option to calculate 
load currents, voltage drops, short circuit 
currents, in accordance with the standards 
for the sector.

Download e-Design suite:  
www.abb.com/edesign-software



System pro E power. Velocity is Power. 
Your new key resource.

System pro E power. The new main distribution switchboard created by ABB  
to help you work better. System pro E power is simple, fast and flexible. Whether it’s 
a standard, or an advanced version up to 6300A, System pro E power is incredibly 
sturdy and extremely quick to assemble. This switchboard houses all ABB’s devices 
to perfection and can be fully accessorized. 
System pro E power, your enterprise has a new key resource.  
www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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lant facilities become more expen-
sive to construct and maintain, and 
the necessity of looking to alterna-
tive materials becomes increas-

ingly critical to cost-conscious builders.
 Electrical parts of any project play an 
important role. Besides external electrical 
networks and cable lines cost, here we will 
discuss the conductor’s material in distri-
bution switchgears. Cost of copper con-
ductors in distribution boards is significant, 
and this option affects vastly the overall 
solution. Simple estimation of materials 
cost for standard main distribution con-
figuration shows us, that part of copper 
conductors is around 20-30%, depend-
ing on the solution. Therefore, there is an 
opportunity to save costs.
 It is hard to overestimate the role of cop-
per conductor because of it has the best 
quality for electrical energy transmission. 
Despite competition from other materials, 
copper remains the preferred electrical con-
ductor in nearly all categories of electrical 
wiring. One of the alternative materials for 
the bus bars is aluminium, especially as 
copper prices continue to increase while 
the aluminium market remains steady.

Precise look at technical background
 Cu and Al are the two most common-
ly used materials for conductors and bus 
bars in electrical equipment. Each has 
positive and negative characteristics that 
affect their use in various applications. Both 
materials have been in continuous use in 
the electrical industry for many years. The 
electrical and mechanical properties of a 
material are dependent on its alloy.
 The copper used in electrical equip-
ment is nominally pure 98% conductivity 
commercially hard based on the Interna-
tional Annealed Copper Standard (IACS). 
Pure Aluminium is not used as an elec-
trical conductor in equipment since it is 

too soft for mechanical assemblies and is 
thus alloyed with other materials. Al alloy 
6101 is the predominant aluminium bus 
bar material being utilized because it has 
been hardened by heat treatment, but it 
only has 56% of copper conductivity. The 
reduced conductivity of Al does not mean 
that the Al conductor will run hotter than 
the Cu conductor, but does mean that 
the Al conductor for the same ampere 
rating must have a larger cross sectional 
area. According to IEC standard normal, 
ambient air temperature for indoor instal-
lation should not exceed the upper limit 
of 40 °C. Therefore, selection of proper Al 
bus bar cross section size shall be con-
sidered thoroughly with IEC 60364-5-52 
and 61439 - 2. Then, because of Al bus-
bars softness, amount of holders should 
be increased as well to ensure the equal 
strength and stability to dynamic short-cir-
cuit current. Every original manufacturer is 
responsible for the proper electromechan-
ical solution to ensure safe operation of 
equipment under normal and emergency 
modes, and normally, such data is avail-
able in the catalogue of each producer. 
Ratings established for aluminium bus-
bars are valid for copper busbars with the 
same cross sectional dimensions and con-
figuration. However, ratings established 
for copper busbars shall not be used to 
establish ratings of aluminium busbars. 
 Then another interesting fact, when the 
density of Cu (8.96 g•cm−³) is compared 
to that of Al (2.70 g•cm−³) and taking into 
consideration the conductivity ratio of Al 
to Cu of 56%, the result shows that on 
a kilogram per kilogram basis, Al has an 
amperage capability that is approximate-
ly 1.85 times that of Cu. In other words, 
one kilogram of Al has the same electri-
cal capability as 1.85 kilogram of Cu. Cu 
has a greater conductivity on an equal vol-
ume, cross sectional area and basis.

Aluminium vs Copper.
Alternative conductors.
Conductors in real-world applications.

Technical

Pavlo Tkachenko: Product Marketing manager - Main distribution boards
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 For applications where weight is a 
concern, Al may be the better choice. 
Depending on the equipment type and 
its application, and if space and size are 
a consideration, Cu may be the better 
choice. Despite of the bigger size and more 
insulator holders elements amount, solu-
tion with Al conductor is considered less 
expensive and lighter without any techni-
cal limitation, although in some circum-
stances it can be complicated to main-
tain and process.

Environmental concerns
 Both Al and Cu will oxidize when 
exposed to the atmosphere. Oxides, chlo-
rides, or sulphides of the base metal are 
much more conductive for copper than 
aluminium. For a low resistance aluminium 
joint, the aluminium bar conductors must 
be plated to minimize oxidation. Concern 
over the Al oxidation away from the joint 
is not an issue, and will act to protect the 
conductor from further corrosion in most 
environments. Aluminium bus conductors 
depend upon the plating for the integri-
ty of the electrical connection. In gener-
al, bolted connection of unplated alumin-
ium to copper bus bars is discouraged. 
The majority of Al to Cu connections are 

made by applying silver or tin plating to 
the joint areas of either or both of the con-
ductors. The presence of hydrogen sul-
phide (H2S) in the atmosphere is of main 
concern for base metal Cu and silver plat-
ing. Both corrode heavily in a relatively low 
concentration of H2S and most intensely 
in locations with an elevated temperature 
while the equipment is energized. 
This process, if allowed to continue, leads 
to failure due to over heating or short cir-
cuit. From this prospective we can con-
clude, that mostly for all environments Al 
solution is appreciated, though Cu needs 
to be plated for some applications.

Offerings
 Today, for main distribution, ABB recom-
mends a busbars solution based on only 
copper conductor except some special 
applications. With the new System pro E 
power and its choices, we have gotten new 
cost reduction solution to propose alter-
native choice to our partners and more 
flexibility in projects. Cuponal is the alu-
minium bar with outer layer of high con-
ductivity copper. The copper cladding is 
nominally 15% by volume. This solution 
reduces cost up to 40% and weight up 
to 60% compared with a copper bar of 

Technical

equal dimensions. Compared to alumini-
um, Cuponal has better conductivity about 
65% the conductivity of copper. The prices 
of Cuponal are more stable over time and 
lower weight means lower freight costs to 
your customer. It has already been test 
with ABB's new family of main distribu-
tion boards.
 At last, it is worth mentioning that when 
using proper bolt joint connection among 
busbars, it is necessary to use joint con-
nection components such as split lock 
washers and Bellville washers. This can 
minimize the effects of thermal expansion 
with conductor materials.
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Based on the experience we gained over the last decades, 
ABB provides state-of-the-art low-voltage surge protection 
devices (SPDs), medium and high-voltage surge arresters (SAs) 
and earthing and lightning protection (ELP) materials to protect 
against the impact of direct lightning and transient overvoltages 
caused by the secondary effects of lightning. Thanks to 
this wide product-range, ABB offers complete solutions for 
protection of wind-power installation.
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Earthing, lightning 
and overvoltage 
protection. ABB 
complete offer to 
protect Wind Turbine.
Adrien Fournier: Wind & Solar segments manager - Enclosure and DIN-Rail products

Earthing, lightning and overvoltage pro-
tection
 With its wide product range, ABB can 
offer:

 − Surge arresters for medium voltage (MV) 
networks such as the POLIM family and 
the MWK / MWD range

 − Surge protection devices (SPDs) for low 
voltage (LV) systems with the OVR mod-
ular range, the Lovos-W and POLIM-R 
surge arresters

 −  Earthing components, designed to 
withstand mechanical damage and the 
thermal electromechanical stresses from 
the earth fault and leakage currents 
expected within an installation. 

Wind power
 Wind turbines provide electrical pow-
er from a renewable energy source to the 
public power networks. Because of their 
height (over 100 meters) and exposed loca-
tion, wind turbines are prone to direct light-
ning flashes entering through the blades, 
the nacelle or the lines.
 Transient overvoltages due to the light-
ning current can cause severe damage 
to the wind turbine installation and to the 
equipment. They can also create expen-
sive downtime that can be avoided by 
installing a complete lightning protection 
system (LPS).

 This LPS should include both exter-
nal and internal lightning and overvolt-
age protection and should be designed, 
installed in compliance with IEC 62305, 
protection against lightning and with the 
IEC 61400- 24 for wind turbines.
 The risks associated with lightning 
can be assessed in a global risk analy-
sis, according to IEC 62305-2 and IEC 
61400- 24. The risk analysis will define a 
lightning protection level (LPL), and will 
propose the right protection measures to 
be applied.

Different types of drive train
 In wind turbines configuration, two main 
types of drive train are usually used: var-
iable speed doubly-fed or full converter 
version. 

Doubly-fed drive train
 In a variable speed doubly-fed config-
uration, according to the diagram of Fig-
ure 01, it is advisable to place an SPD 
Type I into the main switchboard at the 
entrance of the turbine for the protection 
against transient overvoltages of atmos-
pheric origin and against the surge cur-
rent from the grid. If the SPD Type I does 
not have an effective protection level (Up) 
lower than the maximum withstand volt-
age (Uw) of the equipment to be protected 
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Figure 01

Figure 02

Figure 03

Doubly-fed drive train turbine example

or the distance from the equipment to be 
protected is longer than 10 m, it is recom-
mended to install an SPD Type II near the 
generator for the additional protection of 
the stator windings and another one near 
the converter on the grid side for a better 
protection.
 It is also recommended to install, 
between the converter and the rotor wind-
ings, SPDs Type II suitable for protection 
in the presence of transient overvoltages 
superimposed on the PWM (pulse with 
modulation) control voltage (Figure 03).

Full converter drive train
 In this configuration, according to the 
diagram Figure 02, it is recommended to 
place an SPD Type I into the main switch-
board at the entrance of the turbine for 
the protection against transient overvolt-
ages of atmospheric origin and against 
the surge current from the network. If the 
SPD Type I does not have an effective pro-
tection level (Up) lower than the maximum 
withstand voltage of the devices to be pro-

tected (Uw) or the distance from the devic-
es to be protected is longer than 10 m, it 
is recommended to install an SPD Type II 
near the converter on the grid side for a 
better protection.
 It is also recommended to install 
between the converter and the synchro-
nous generator, SPDs Type II suitable for 
protection in the presence of transient 
overvoltages superimposed on the PWM 
(pulse with modulation) control voltage 
(Figure 03).

Pulse with modulation (PWM)
 Actual variable-speed wind turbines are 
equipped with PWM (Pulse With Modu-
lation) controlled inverters using IGBT or 
IGCT in order to regulate their output volt-
age and frequency. These technologies, if 
not filtered properly, generate peak tran-
sient overvoltages surperimposed on the 
PWM control voltage. These peaks, of sev-
eral kV, will be seen by a standard SPD 
as transient overvoltages due to lightning, 
creating unwanted triggering of the surge 
arresters with a high frequency and there-
fore reducing considerably their life time. 
That’s why it is necessary to use SPDs 
with a specific withstand to these PWM, 
the peak repetitive voltage withstand char-
acteristics (Urp).

Lightning protection zones concept 
(LPZs)
 The IEC standard introduced the con-
cept of lightning protection zones (LPZs) 
to help in selecting the correct surge pro-
tection to the right location (IEC 62305-4). 
This concept ensure the gradual reduction 
by stages of the energies and surge cur-
rent caused by direct lightning or transient 
overvoltages caused by lightning. This log-
ic of coordination in the protection is what 
we call the “stepping protection”.
 It consists in dividing a structure in sev-
eral volumes: the protection zones. The 
objective is to ensure that the LPZ gives
enough protection to the equipment inside 
a defined zone, which means that the pro-
tection level (Up) of the installed SPD is in 
relation with the maximum voltage with-
stand (Uw) of the equipment. To do so, 
SPDs are installed at the protection zone 
boundaries. Each time an SPD is installed, 
a new protection zone is created.

Furse earthing
 An effective earthing system is a funda-
mental requirement of any structure or sys-
tem for operational and/or safety reasons.

 Without such a system, the safety of 
a structure and the equipment contained 
within it are compromised.

Earth termination
 The earth termination network con-
nects the LPS down conductor network 
to the base of the structure and provides 
the means through which lightning current 
is dissipated to the general mass of earth.
 Earthing components must have both 
a low resistance to earth and have excel-
lent corrosion resistance, as they will be 
buried in the ground for many years.
 The range of furse earthing products 
including earth rods, conductors, clamps 
and inspection pits, are all designed and 
manufactured in line with the IEC and BS 
EN standards, to ensure they meet the 
demands of earth termination systems.
 Additionally many earthing system con-
ductors and steel rebar are connected by 
the use of exothermic welded joints creat-
ing a connection of virtually pure copper, 
with a greater cross sectional area of the 
conductors being welded and therefore 
high quality, corrosive resistant joints.
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External zones

LPZ 0 Exposed area to lightning flash and which can be subjected to full or partial lightning 

current. This zone is divided in two: LPZ0A and LPZ0B
LPZ 0A Unprotected zone outside the building where items are subjected to direct lightning 

flash and therefore may have to handle to the full lightning current and lightning 

electromagnetic field.
LPZ 0B Zone protected against direct lightning flash by external air terminal and where the 

threat is the full lightning electromagnetic field.

Internal zones (zones inside the building which are protected against direct lightning flashes)

LPZ 1 Zone subject to partial lightning or surge currents. Type I SPDs shall be installed at 

the boundary between LPZ OA and LPZ 1 to block the entrance of lightning currents 

through power lines (i.e. main distribution board of an installation).
LPZ 2…n Zone where the surge current is limited by current sharing and where the surge energy 

is reduced by additional surge protection like SPDs. Type 2 SPDs are installed at the 

boundaries of each zone, i.e. LPZ 1 and LPZ 2, LPZ 2 and LPZ 3, etc..., to divert 

the remaining surge currents and limit overvoltage (i.e. sub-distribution boards of an 

installation).

Wind turbines: example of protection

Lightning and overvoltage protection of full converter drive train turbine

1 2  SPD OVR WT for generator 
protection in nacelle and 
converter on the generator side 
in the tower base.

2  Polim-R surge arresters for 
converter protection on the grid 
side in the tower base.

3  Lovos-W for protection of the LV 
side of the transformer.

3  MWD surge arresters for 
protection of the MV side of the 
transformer and grid lines.

4 5 6 7  SPD Type 2 & dataline for 
protection of pitch, yaw 
and control systems.

Earthing of wind turbines

1 LK245-6

2  CB070

3 TC030/50

4 CR705

5 RB305 + CG370 + ST300

6 PC116

7 CC2-4-7070 

8 BB14-4-253253

9 CM025

Adrien Fournier
Wind & Solar segments manager  
Enclosures and DIN-Rail products
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All around the railway tracks there are places which need metering. Places 
were locomotives and railway cars are parked. It may be railway roundhouses, 
workshops or temporary parking places. For these applications we introduce the 
new A42 Platinum for 16.7 Hz single phase EQ meters. There are two types: A42 
552-120 for Modbus communication and A42 553-120 for M-Bus communication

T
he A42 552-120 and A42 553-
120 meters are ideal for many 
appl icat ions in peripheral 
equipment were 16.7 Hz is nee-

ded. They are fully four quadrant enabled 
with active/reactive energy and import/
export values in separate registers. The 
meters support a wide voltage range of 
100 – 288 V AC. The meters are connected 
via current and voltage transformers in 
order to suit the railway applications.
 The 16.7 Hz meters are intended for 
stationary use and not for applications on 
rolling stock. The applications are in the 
rail yards and infrastructure around the rail-
way. The benefit is that you can measure 
the energy feed on different locations or 
energy feed for parked locomotives and 
railway cars without using any of the spe-
cialized more expensive 16.7 Hz meters 
on rolling stock. In this way the end user 
can get a less expensive solution.
 The wide temperature range (-40 to +70 °C)  
makes A42 552-120 and A42 553-120 
meters easy to place in various environ-
ments indoors and outdoors (in a suita-
ble enclosure). The power consumption 
of the meter is very low, less than 0.8 VA 
which means that even a larger popula-
tion of meters is not energy demanding 
hence cheaper to operate.
 Communication with Modbus RTU or 
M-Bus eases the reading of the meters 
and makes it possible to supervise energy 
consumption with a meter reading system. 
With the G13 gateway for EQ meters, set-
tings and reading of each individual meter 
can be done with a standard web browser.

Why not on the rolling stock?
There are many places where the traffic 
operators and the owner of the railway 
grid are separate companies and billing for 

energy is an integrated part of their busi-
ness. Metering on trains is quite complex 
since it includes GPS data and a specif-
ic data communication set up. There are 
sometimes also more than one panto-
graph where the energy is fed in to the 
train set and meters communicate on a 
special bus system. 

Functionality of A42 552-120 and A42 
553-120 meters
 There are extensive functions besides 
extra ordinary good metering that come 
with the EQ meters in Platinum level such 
as:

 − Advanced Real Time Clock (RTC) func-
tions:
• Tariff control of up to four tariffs by 

the RTC, communication or inputs
• Outputs controlled by time
• Event logs with time stamps
• Previous values for days, weeks or 

months maximum and minimum 
demand with time stamps

 − Alarm for threshold values
 − THD and Harmonics measurements
 − Advanced 8 data channel load profiles 

in intervals between 1 to 1440 minutes
 − Four configurable inputs/outputs
 − Pulse counters on inputs
 − An extensive set of instantaneous values

Approval & Standards
 EQ meters A42 for 16.7 Hz carry a CoC 
(Certificate of Conformity), which declare 
that they fulfill the demands raised by the 
EN standards. No tests for smoke and 
fire or vibrations except for the tests per-
formed by ABB to comply with standards.

Mats Karlberg Oddy
Product Manager - Electricity Meters

Technical

Keep track of the rail yard 
energy!

MID
 When used in 50 Hz applications the 
A42 552-120 and A42 553-120 meters 
are MID approved and verified according 
to appendix D. There are no paragraphs 
in the EN 50470-3 standards for 16.7 or 
60 Hz hence it is not possible to have a 
MID approval in these frequencies. Still 
the EQ 16.7 Hz meters are verified in the 
production for 16.7 Hz according to the 
same procedure as 50 Hz.

Standards
 IEC 62052-11, IEC 62053-22 class 0,5 S,  
IEC 62053-23 class 2, IEC 62054-21,  
GB/T 17215.211-2006, GB/T 17215.322-2008  
class 0,5 S, GB 4208-2008, EN 50470-1, 
EN 50470-3 category A, B & C 

IRIS
 ABB AB Meters management system 
comply with International Railway Industry 
Standard (IRIS) Revision 02, May 2009 (Cer-
tificate-Register-No.: SWE –IR – 000 369) 
which complements the internationally rec-
ognized ISO 9001 quality standard intro-
ducing rail specific requirements.



Is it possible to switch off AC / DC?

 Certainly.

With the S 200 M UC, you need only one miniature circuit breaker for both AC and DC 
applications. It outperforms its peers with more tripping characteristics, more poles, 
and more current ranges. Tested and approved by major international standards makes 
the S 200 M UC ideal for local and global applications. It is also a valuable addition to 
the existing System pro M compact® range, as it can be effortlessly combined with the 
new product line. For more information, see www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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Some easy, careful habits can make equipment last longer 
and prevent serious damage to installation. Solutions are 
common, convenient and established and safety is today 
at our disposal. Everywhere!

Emanuele Tosatti: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail Products
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A
frica. That’s where, during an 
ABB roadshow for installers, 
the idea came to me to write 
about securing installation from 

electric network failures. And the unex-
pected silence of the audience when I 
focused on this topic was telling me how 
interested installers were in this issue, so 
close to their daily problems. This topic is 
very familiar to me and recurred often in 
my engineering career, spanning from 
Mediterranean Countries to post-soviet 
Eastern Europe, from household consumer 
units to industry applications. Despite what 
we could expect, utilities around the world 
are “carefully supplying frequency, not 
voltage”. By international regulations in 
fact, tolerance about power supply fre-
quency is very narrow - much less than 
1%! - but voltage can span in a wide inter-
val such as +/-10%. Electric devices are 
made to withstand such ups and downs, 
resilient even to fast voltage drops or spi-
kes, so we could expect systems are 
secured by intrinsic robustness of 
equipment. But further failures, even small 
ones, can compromise our installation for 
a while or permanently, and that’s why I 
decided to focus on solutions to prevent 
expensive repairs. 
 One of the most scary failures a net-
work can bring to installation, the neutral 
break can raise the applied voltage of sin-

gle phase loads connected to a 3 phase 
system up to 400V, breaking insulation 
and causing failures and damage. That’s 
why in places where a neutral conduc-
tor is considered undersized or at risk of 
overload, panel builders use maximum 
voltage relays to protect mains such as 
ABB System pro M compact® HLV or CM 
range. These devices allow a fine tuning 
of intervention time, preventing unwanted 
tripping, while sharply switching as soon 
as voltage overtakes a preset threshold. 
Connected to mains supply and with relay 
wired to a shunt trip, relays can isolate parts 
of an installation before the rising voltage 
damages electronics, burns transform-
ers, crashes surge protectors and blasts 
bulbs – the latter the most evident sign of 
a neutral break. In addition to relays, ABB 
developed an accessory to circuit break-
ers range, namely OVP, made permanent 
overvoltage the attached breaker and no 
wiring needed, just mechanical coupling.
 Voltage drops on the other hand are 
often considered less dangerous, may-
be because it is associated with lower 
voltage meaning lower damage. Howev-
er, everyone in our business knows that 
an electromechanical coil, such as relay’s 
ones, applies a mechanical force to con-
tacts proportional to voltage: lower volt-
age on relays’ coils, lower contact pres-
sure, lower electric continuity. If in a circuit 

01

01 ATT-81 module is a GSM terminal 
with 8 inputs and one output 
for transmitting commands and 
alarms via SMS message, free 
phone call ring, fax or e-mail.  
The figures illustrate an example 
application in which ATT-81 
is installed in the circuit of an 
unsupervised facility. In the event 
of a power outage, ATT-81 sends 
an alarm notification to the list 
of authorized users, while at the 
same time actuating the motor-
driven command which reinstates 
the power supply.

Securing from unstable 
or untrusted networks. 
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a certain current flows, and relay’s con-
tacts are not solid anymore due to a sud-
den lowering voltage, an electric arc can 
easily appear, with consequently heavy 
temperature rise leading to a fire. When I 
mention this issue, in Africa as well as in 
any other place, I still see surprise in the 
eyes of electricians, as fire is not so eas-
ily associated to a voltage drop! On the 
other hand, fire is more likely to happen 
because of a voltage drop than because 
of a voltage rise. That's why we have to 
take care to protect our switchboards 
with ABB RLV or CM undervoltage relays, 
so that switches or isolators are quickly 
turned off when a voltage drop occurs.
 We know now how to protect installation 
from voltage drops and neutral breaks. But 
still we can make installation safer, espe-
cially when power continuity is required. 
Unwanted trippings of residual current 
devices lead to loss of supply continu-
ity, and in case of non supervised appli-
cations, this means both unavailability of 
devices and maintenance costs which can 
be prevented by simply installing an RCD 
autoreclosing device ABB ARI or ARH. 
Equipped with a motor and an automat-
ed control system, autoreclosing devices 
restore residual current devices by closing 
toggle whenever they trip. In case remote 
information is required, the GSM module 

of ATT’s ensure management of installa-
tion from a distance through SMS, inter-
net or a mobile phone call. One more trou-
ble can come from low voltage network 
and compromise the installation. Net-
works, especially when aerial, can be hit 
by lightning and lead their current directly 
to the installation. Here you can protect 
the installation with a Type 1 Surge Pro-
tective Device OVR T1 upstream the low 
voltage distribution system, possibly before 
the main circuit breaker and back-up pro-
tected by 125A fuses. By following some 
easy rules and distributing electricity with 
discipline, even the oldest and less super-
vised power supply becomes harmless to 
our installation, providing the electricity we 
need without consequences to connected 
appliances. The overall cost of prevention, 
same as for our health, is lower than the 
cost of repair, and even the most care-
less user can be easily advised to a safer 
supply. That’s why I always recommend 
to include protection relays, autoreclos-
ing units and surge protectors to the part 
list of any sub distribution board: appli-
ances and equipment will last longer, for 
the wealth of our end user’s pockets!

02 RH/RL voltage and current relays 
How they work: RLV example 
Operating principles: Delay is 
useful to prevent unwanted 
tripping: whenever voltage 
decreases below a defined value 
(200V), low voltage relay trips 
after 1 second. 

02

Emanuele Tosatti

Product Marketing Manager  

DIN-Rail Products
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Did you know that? 
Cafe Coffee Day

ABCTCL - Amalgamated Bean Coffee 
Trading Company Limited.
 Cafe Coffee Day is India's favorite 
coffee shop for the young and the young 
at heart. They are part of India's larg-
est coffee conglomerate, Amalgamated 
Bean Coffee Trading Company Limited 
(ABCTCL). They are the largest pro-
ducer of Arabica coffee in Asia and 
have been in coffee business for more 
than 140 years (since 1970). The com-
pany employs 17,500 + people in grow-
ing, processing and retailing coffee. 
Popularly known as CCD, they brought 
the concept of cafes to India. The CCD 
cafes are making an international pres-
ence with in Austria, Czech Republic 
and Malaysia. 
 ABCTCL also retails coffee through 
a dedicated beverages division. This 
unit has a big customer base in the 
corporate world where they lease their 
coffee machines to the offices and fac-
tories for dispensing coffee and other 
beverages. Supplementing this division 
a state of the art coffee machine man-
ufacturing division known as Coffee 
Tech Hub (CTH) was built. Situated in 
Bangalore, the facility was ISO 9001 
certified in 2008 and emphasizes on 
technology and innovation. It is one of 
the first in-house coffee machine man-
ufacturing units in India. As a matter of 
fact, the coffee vending machines can 
be found in many ABB offices and fac-
tories across India. They manufacture 
approximately 5,000 machines per 
annum with over 29,000 machines 
already installed.
 ABB is proud to be associated with 
ABCTCL for providing a solution which 
is enabling them to offer their custom-
ers a safe and reliable coffee dispenser 
machine. The first generation of 
machines were equipped with Minia-
ture Circuit Breakers (MCBs) which 
were basically used for disconnection 
and the isolation of the machine. 
 In India it is not yet mandatory to 
have protection with RCD in all the cir-
cuits. Since the coffee machines are 
powered normally through the con-
sumer or sub-distribution board via the 

socket outlets. If no RCD protection is 
provided in the upstream, then it would 
become necessary to install a device 
for earth leakage protection. Coffee 
machines are normally operated by 
common people, who could be exposed 
to in-direct contact - leaving them 
unprotected if there is no RCD in the 
upstream supply or the machine itself. 
 When ABB technical sales team got 
in contact with ABCTCL R&D manager, 
a new solution was proposed to use 
RCBOs instead of MCBs since the 
RCBOs can protect against earth leak-
age along with overload short circuit. 
The technical team at ABCTCL imme-
diately understood the necessity of an 
earth leakage device for their coffee 
machines. The team from ABB pro-
posed to use the RCBOs DS201 to 
address their requirement.
 The advantage of having 2 Pole 
2 module design of ABBs RCBO DS201, 
without any extra space, the existing 
MCBs were replaced in their design 
and incorporated immediately. 

 Hats off to ABCTCL's commitment 
to keeping their customers safe and 
replace MCBs in all existing coffee 
machines at customer sites. The revised 
specifications for all their new machines 
are now standardized with DS201 
RCBOs
 ABB is proud to have helped ABCTCL 
provide safer solutions for their cus-
tomers.

Curiosity
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Technology is improving every day and mostly times makes life easier for 
everybody, both privately and professionally. It has also led to more and more 
devices being connected and having to communicate with each other. This is often 
referred to as IoT (Internet of Things).

Aron Svedin: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail Products

T
o make communication between 
many different kinds of devices 
work, there are mainly three parts 
that are needed and to a certain 

degree need to be standardized. Data has 
to be made available and in a predefined 
format, a medium has to exist to transfer 
the data from one device to another and 
finally a device to present data or have the 
ability to perform some kind of action. 

Specialize in what you are good at
As each of these parts have their own 

special characteristics, we often find that 
different stakeholders are focusing on main-
ly one specific part, becoming specialist 
in that area. An example, there are only 
a limited number of meteorological cent-
ers in the world providing medium range 
weather forecasts with enough power-
ful computers to collect and process the 
huge and complex set of data. The differ-
ent news stations and metrological centers 
use this data and make their own inter-
pretation and analyze to prepare the local 
forecast. Even if almost everyone is using 
the same raw data, the end result will look 
very different and some are more accu-
rate than others to forecast the weather. 
This is an example where you have one 
expert in collecting data and making it 
available to others. Another example is 
Google. They are indexing many, if not 
most, of the webpages on the web and 
make them searchable and available in an 
attractive way for everyone. The informa-
tion to index all webpages in the world is 
open to everyone but still Google does it 
better than all competitors. 

Google is an expert in collecting the 

data, processing it and making it available 
in a format that others can use for their own 
benefit. In the case of the meteorological 
center they often charge for their service 
while Google doesn’t. Another example is 
Facebook or Twitter who provide a plat-
form where users can post information. 
In these examples the added value is in 
the collection of data from the users but 
more important, presenting the data that 
is of interest for that specific user. 

Of course the data they collect could be 
presented in other ways, such as on other 
platforms, in other situations, and so on. 
This would only be possible if they would 
make the data available to other parties. 
Technically this is not a problem as the 
data is stored in databases by making the 
databases available to everyone. This is 
not a preferred solution due to many obvi-
ous reasons. Instead it is possible to give 
access to a limited amount of data and 
in a predefined structure with a so called 
API (Application Programming Interface).

Using an API makes is possible to, for 
example, post tweets on Twitter from oth-
er webpages, or in a smart phone app or 
even directly from a software, like a com-
puter game. Another usage is to develop 
services that are using, for example, data 
from Twitter as input or to create add-ons.

Have you ever seen a section in a web 
page showing Twitter posts specifically 
related to the web page's service or offer? 

Similarities with measurement data
When making measurement values avail-

able, why not think the same way? Creat-
ing a platform which provide the measure-
ment data in a simple and standardized 

Making data available is 
the future of today
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Find examples below: 
Yahoo Finance stock price Apple (AAPL) 
– copy and paste the address below and 
change “AAPL” to another stock
http://query.yahooapis.com/v1/public/
yql?q=select%20*%20from%20yahoo.
finance.quotes%20where%20symbol%20
in%20(%27AAPL%27)&format=json&diag
nostics=true&env=http://datatables.org/
alltables.env

Answer (2014-10-10):
…{"symbol":"AAPL","Ask":"100.37","Avera
geDailyVolume":"55501000","Bid":"100.36"

 EQ meters G13 gateway from ABB 
reading the energy registers from a three 
phase meter connected to it – due to secu-
rity reasons a HTTP Basic Auth request is 
needed

https://[Gateway IP]/meters/[Meter ID]/
energy/active

Answer:
… {“importenergy": {"l1": ["1758.29", 
"kWh"],"l2": ["1272.27","kWh"],"l3": 
["17543.36","kWh"]…

manner, exactly the way Google, Face-
book, Twitter, Yahoo Finance, Wikipedia 
and many more are already doing today. 
All of these examples could be seen as 
databases with data to be analyzed and 
presented to a user or to do some kind of 
action depending on the data.

In this way the focus is moved from 
how and where the data is coming from to 
analyzing and presenting it in a useful way 
for the user. There are two sides to having 
experts in the field; one who makes the 
data available and the other who analyzes 
and presents the data to benefit the users. 

One common standardized method 
to make data available to be requested is 
using a REST API. This is in principal a set 
of resources that could be manipulated in 
a predefined structure and in a standard-
ized format. Any tool that can work with 
HTTP can also work with a REST API and 
the data could be formated such as JSON 
(Java Script Object Notation), which is an 
open standard format that uses human-
readable text. 

For more information you can
download the communication 
brochure for EQ meters from ABB

Aron Svedin

Product Marketing Manager  

DIN-Rail Products

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/7150c82e69d3dc35c1257ca8004403df/$file/2CMC481006B0201.pdf
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Current transformers:  
a sense of proportion, the 
value of reliability engineering

 Valentina Surini: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail Products

Energy efficiency, cost saving and continuity of service are 
currently three fundamental aspects in the management of an 
electric system. To achieve these targets you need to know 
when, where and how energy is used. 



Valentina Surini
Product Marketing Manager
DIN-Rail Products 
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Measuring means to know
In an energy market that is strongly 

dominated by the need to improve perfor-
mance and reduce power consumption of 
the electrical system, it is very important 
to have a detailed overview of its opera-
tion. In this way, it is possible to identify 
areas to search for optimization of con-
sumption, increase efficiency and help 
reduce harmful emissions into the envi-
ronment. Measurement and monitoring 
of the main network parameters allow to 
gather information not only upon the lev-
el of energy consumption and quality by 
itself, but also with the objective to pre-
vent failures and to manage the schedul-
ing of maintenance which would lead to 
a higher level of security both for the sys-
tems and for people. 

In this context current transformers 
play an important role to enable indirect 
measurement of the electrical parameters 
when the network’s current is higher than 
the measurement device’s one.

Innovation, functionality and safety for 
all types of applications 

The technology behind the current trans-
formers dates back to the late nineteenth 
century. Since that period it has remained 
almost unchanged over time, and it can 
be found in today's current transformers. 
CT PRO XT and CT MAX series renew 
the market of the current transformers 
with cutting-edge products that are dis-
tinguished by the introduction of novel 
features such as:

-  Safety to its maximum level
For a safe usage of the system, the 
ideal operating condition for current 
transformers is when the circuit con-
nected to the transformer's second-
ary terminals is permanently closed. 
In fact, an accidental opening of sec-
ondary terminals could generate criti-
cal conditions such as overvoltage pro-
portional to CT’s transformation ratio, a 
magnetization of its core or overheat-
ing inside the switchboard. All these 
circumstances, not only would affect 
the measurement accuracy, but they 
would lead to dangerous conditions for 
people and objects directly in contact 
with the switchboard. CT PRO XT SELV 
and CT MAX SELV ranges, automatically 
short-circuit the transformer’s second-
ary terminals in case there is a loss of 
load, avoiding the risks described. By 
instantly tripping, the circuit protects 

the persons and devices by maintaining 
residual voltage on its secondary ter-
minals always less than 25V RMS, the 
safety threshold required for any type 
of application. Moreover, the plastic 
screws that hold fix the CT to the bar, 
guarantee insulation for the installers 
and during maintenance operations.

- Flexibility and time saving
One of the first current transformers in 
the market providing both screw and 
screwless solution into the same prod-
uct, CT PRO XT and CT MAX ensure 
many more benefits in terms of sys-
tem flexibility and time saving for the 
installer. The flexibility is guaranteed 
also by the accessories which allow 
the current transformers installation in 
some of the more common mounting 
systems such as primary cable, prima-
ry busbar, DIN rail and wall-mounting 
installations. Moreover, thanks to the 
secondary terminal cover fixed to the  
CT case with sealing wires, it is possi-
ble to use the CT PRO XT and CT MAX 
in billing installations.

For more information you can 
download the ABB Current 
Transformers brochure

http://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot209.nsf/veritydisplay/d76adde8f1b45f8cc1257c9a004ee362/$file/2CSC446012B0201.pdf
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News and facts

Day by DIN on abb.com is a webpage 
in which all Day by DIN issues can be 
browsed in just one click. Discover 
below how to make the most of it!

Day by DIN is the magazine that we have 
been developing with passion for almost 
three years with the goal to provide, in 
more than 65 countries, articles about 
applications and solutions for customers' 
daily business.
As an improvement, we wanted to offer a 
place in which you could easily get access 
to read and utilize the articles to support 
and help your business grow. In the new 
Day by DIN web page, you can easily find 
all the content from our new and past 
issues. Read the Day by DIN magazines 
by browsing a single issue focus on a sin-
gle topic using the following functionalities:

Browse by categories: you can choose 
one single category and read everything 
written about it. For example: find all 
"Doktor Wise" contents by clicking on 
the homonymous section.

Search by keywords (e.g. solar, com-
pact, railway...): you will be directed to all 
content containing these words. 

What are you waiting for? Visit Day by 
DIN on abb.com and spread the URL on 
your website and throughout social net-
works: http://goo.gl/9Zzbtx

Day by web
Day by DIN on abb.com: the hub of contents

http://www.abb.com/
http://goo.gl/9Zzbtx
http://www.abb.com/


System pro E comfort® MISTRAL65.  
Unique design. Endless possibilities.

Versatility, efficiency and a unique, elegant, unmistakable design. MISTRAL65 is ABB’s 
new, pioneering series of consumer units with IP65 protection class. The range includes 
versions with fully reversible blank, or transparent doors in the exclusive petrol blue colour  
that open up to 180 degrees. The spacious interior is easy to access and has been 
designed to speed up the wiring operations plus total integration among modular circuit-
breakers of the DIN rail, moulded-case and switchgear front type. MISTRAL65 includes  
a wide range of sizes, with 4 to 72 modules, and is thus ideal both for residential and 
industrial installations. www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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Solutions with auto Reclosing 
devices for RCCBs
Aravind R.: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail Products

Lift systems have a remote 
alarm function in order to call 
for help if they get stuck. An 
auto-reclosing device allows 
to solve the situations caused 
by RCCB tripping.

A green garden depends 
on correct watering. An 
automatic system cannot 
operate without power 
supply. Unwanted tripping of 
RCCB can destroy months of 
gardening efforts.

If during the storm the RCCB 
protecting a basement's pump 
trips due to disturbances on 
the network, flooding can 
occur and cause serious 
damage and inconvenience.

If the RCCB protecting the 
control system for automatic 
gates and doors trips, it 
involves the risk of being 
closed out and having to call 
a locksmith to break in and 
then replace the locks.

Coming home from your 
holidays to find that an RCCB 
has tripped without any 
reason and has caused the 
loss of all the food from a 
freezer is an unpleasant and 
costly experience.

Burglars sometimes create 
faults in power supply 
network so that the alarm 
system goes off-line once its 
batteries run out. 
An automatic reset device 
can make things much more 
difficult for them.
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A solution for every need
 Nowadays the modern electrical instal-
lations are getting increasingly independ-
ent of human presence. Thanks to the 
technology, installations are moving from 
manually operated systems to automated 
systems. With this change in technology 
it also becomes important to have pro-
tection devices upgraded to similar sys-
tems without compromising the safety of 
the installation. 
 It is now an essential feature not only 
in domestic but also in commercial and 
industrial applications to ensure continu-
ity of service and protection.

Continuity of service
Due to their high sensitivity, RCCBs could 
be subject to unwanted tripping that affect 
the circuits to be protected. There are 
many possible events causing unwanted 
tripping, for example, impulsive voltage 
surges of atmospheric or network origin, 
harmonic components, electromagnetic 
phenomena and more. Often these situ-
ations stop as quickly as they started and 
to reactivate the circuit it is sufficient to 
reclose the RCCB. Unfortunately, reset-
ting an RCCB is a manual operation that 
requires human intervention, with unpre-
dictable downtime of equipment.

Power supply cables (respect 
the phase-neutral wiring for the 
ARH-T version)

Plastic teeth for coupling the 
Greenlight with the RCCB

Connection with RCCB toggle

Sliding cover for activating/
deactivating the automatic 
reclosing function

Test cables (respect the  
phase-neutral wiring for the 
ARH-T version)

RCCB's autotest programming 
button (only for ARH-T)

Minidip for activating the 
automatic test of the RCCB 
(only for ARH-T)

LED indicators
 

Removable signalling contact 
connection terminals

 In a residential environment, loss of pow-
er to freezers and other electrical applianc-
es, alarms, sprinkler systems, lifts or elec-
tric doors can have serious consequences 
such as food's deterioration, alarm back-
up batteries depletion and even owners 
getting locked out of their own houses. 
 In shops, factories and offices, on the 
other hand, the consequences can include 
POS systems, distribution, signs, security 
systems, computers and production equip-
ment going off-line. ABB offers a solution 
for every requirement with its range of 
auto-reclosing units. 
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In residential applications 
Improving the reliability of electrical 
networks: the service continuity  
 The level of comfort in our houses are 
increasing day by day: there are sever-
al devices and systems that perform a 
series of periodic and repetitive opera-
tions in order to simplify our daily life. With-
out power supply, they do not work and 
it could create inconveniences, damage 
and even danger to human life.
 To identify the situations which are 
at risk due to unwanted tripping of the 
RCCBs and also to ensure the continu-
ity, it is best to use ABB's auto-reclosing 
devices as well as increase the reliability 
of a residential electrical network.

ARH Series auto-reclosing units
The benefit of an effective and reliable 
product
 Most often in domestic installations, 
the users do not know what kind of prob-
lems their electrical installation. If an RCCB 
trips unexpectedly due to a temporary 
fault, they will not be able to fix the prob-
lem themselves but have to wait until a 
trained electrical technician will come and 
fix the problem for them. This consumes a 
lot of time and money for the user. But if 
an auto-reclosing unit is installed, it would 
not require to call upon a technician when 
there's only a temporary fault. This device 
will automatically reclose and bring back 
the electricity in operation. ABB offers the 

Outdoor lighting and 
illuminated signs are the 
tools with which a shopping 
centre advertises itself to its 
customers. The continuity of 
the power supply to these 
systems is essential and it can 
be ensured by installing ABB 
auto-reclosing devices.

Loss of power to refrigerators 
can lead to deterioration of 
stock. An ABB auto-reclosing 
device could save a lot of 
money!

Loss of power to freezers can 
cause serious expense and 
legal problems.
If the problem is not due to a 
fault in the freezers, but the 
RCCB is subject to unwanted 
tripping, ABB auto-reclosing 
devices can be the ideal 
solution.

If the cash desk breaks down, 
the customers in line get 
irritated and will start getting 
agitated and complaning. 
Often all this could be avoided 
just by installing an ABB auto-
reclosing device.

Customer security is essential 
for a retail activity. Continuity 
of the power supply depends 
on the quality of the systems 
and their maintenance. 
An ABB reclosing system 
represents the most effective 
aid.

A dark, half-empty car park 
is unconfortable, especially 
late at night. Installing an 
auto-reclocings device which 
resets the RCCB tripped 
unexpectedly allows the 
problem to be overcome.
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F2C-ARH range of auto-reclosing devices 
specifically for single phase RCCBs typi-
cally used in residential installations.
Designed to be installed in domestic appli-
cations, F2C-ARH devices allow ABB F200 
single phase RCCBs of 30mA and 100mA 
sensitivity up to 63A to be automatical-
ly reset. 
 In case of faults the RCCB trips, then the 
auto-reclosing device automatically resets 
the RCCBs after checking the healthiness of 
the system. If an earth fault current is iden-
tified, the device locks and does not switch 
ON until the fault has been corrected.
 The device's careful design has allowed 
to develop a simple and reliable product 
both for new and existing installations. The 

end user needs only to decide whether 
or not to activate the automatic reclosing 
function via the specific sliding cover.

Commercial applications
Improving the functionality of systems: 
Investing to satisfy customers
In the commercial sector, customer ser-
vice is the most important requirement as 
the success of retail outlets, banks and 
professionals depends on the quality of 
the service they are able to provide. In a 
world now based almost completely on 
electrical energy, any loss of power inevi-
tably becomes an inefficiency.

Each compressor should 
be protected by an RCCB 
fitted with an auto-reclosing 
unit: if the RCCB tripped 
without a real earth fault, the 
device would reset it without 
affecting production.

The raw materials supply 
system often uses remote 
warehouses which are 
not under supervisor of 
employees. If one of these 
stops, it can cause the stop 
of other departments too. 
Automatic rearming can limit 
the damage.

One workstation stopped 
rapidly causes production 
to shut down: the correct 
sizing of the power supply 
and the installation of suitable 
auto-reclosing units improves 
production continuity.

External areas for goods 
handling must always be as 
efficient as possible. It is also 
useful to fit an auto-reclosing 
device, able to reset the 
RCCB, to external lighting 
systems.

The power supply for security 
systems is important for a 
production company and 
must not be compromised 
by unwanted tripping of the 
RCCBs. An appropriate ABB 
auto-reclosing system is the 
most effective answer to 
these problems.

It is important for all 
components of the company IT 
system - from the servers up 
to the terminal devices - to be 
protected by RCCBs coupled 
with ABB auto-reclosing 
devices.



Aravind R
Product Marketing Manager
DIN-Rail Products 
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Industrial applications
Improving operation of systems: ensur-
ing production continuity
Industrial production is going through deep 
changes. The idea of producing, storing 
and selling is now over. Today JIT (just 
in Time) methods are used and the time 
between order and delivery must be as 
short as possible. Any obstacle will totally 
hamper the supply chain system and can 
become a serious problem. Production 
continuity depends on power-supply reli-
ability, which becomes one of industry's 
most important structural topics.

ARI Series auto-reclosing units: Evolu-
tion in service and industrial environment
 Auto-reclosing units for industrial envi-
ronment can be used in a wide range of 
situations, (this version is not suited for 
household applications). They can be asso-
ciated with a RCCB with even higher rated 
currents, for single phase and three phase 
applications, and they can have different 
sensitivities from 30, 100 or 300mA suit-
ing the industrial installations.
 Auto-reclosing units for industrial use 
(F2C-ARI) have different operating ways 
from those used residentially. In case of an 
earth fault the RCCB trips and after three 
seconds, the device attempts to reclose 
it without performing any insulation test; 
the RCCB closes if there is no fault pre-
sent in the circuit. 

Three consecutive attempts to reclose are 
performed by the AR-I version of auto-
reclosing devices and if the third attempt 
also fails, the auto-reclosing device locks 
and stays in OFF condition until the fault is 
corrected. Apart from installations in areas 
with difficult access, these products may 
be installed in complex systems where 
long maintenance times could have con-
sequences for production.
 The industrial versions allow the reclos-
ing of RCCB two and four poles up to 100A. 
Compared to the residential versions, they 
have an option of multiple supply voltages 
either with AC or with DC. These devic-
es also perform motor operating func-
tions, by connecting the remote buttons 
to the appropriate terminals. An auxilia-
ry contact (connected to the mechanism 
of the associated RCCB) and a signaling 
contact (lock state following the failure of 
the third reset attempt) are also available. 
F2C-ARI-30 has the same operating logic 
as the F2C-ARI, but it waits 30 seconds 
between reset attempts. This product is 
particularly suitable for applications where 
faults are transitory or temporary.

Signalling contact:  
indicates that the associated 
RCCB has tripped  
(terminals 3-4-5)

Auxiliary contact:
indicates the position of the 
associated RCCB's contacts
(terminals 6-7-8)

Control terminals: allow the 
RCCB to be opened and closed 
(terminals 9-10-11)

Auxiliary power supply 
(terminals 1-2)

Plastic teeth 
for coupling to the RCCB

Sliding cover for activating/
deactivating the autoreclosing 
function

Indicator LED 



DSE201. Compact design with enhanced 
protection.
 

The 1P+N electronic residual current circuit-breakers with overcurrent protection 
(RCBOs) DSE201 meet the demand for devices that fully protect modern installations 
against short-circuit currents, overloads, earth fault currents and indirect contacts, 
providing additional protection against direct contacts (30 mA versions).
Each RCBO is fitted with a functional earth wire to guarantee the highest level of 
safety, even in case of loss of neutral.
In only one module width, these electronic RCBO offer a technologically advanced and 
comprehensive range with outstanding features, sizes and tripping characteristics.
For more information: www.abb.com/lowvoltage
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Light is essential to modern human life. 
Over 50% of municipal budgets are 
devoted to public area lighting. LED 
technology represents a versatile lighting 
source that meets the joint requirements 
of cost reduction and energy efficiency.

LED street 
lighting requires a 
good overvoltage 
protection

T
he LED lighting system is a real 
solution to decrease the electric 
consumption (cost saving on 
electricity bills), but also an eco-

logical solution with a higher lighting effi-
ciency to reduce lighting pollution and less 
maintenance due to long service lifetime.

However, public street lighting, espe-
cially since the advent of LED technolo-
gy, is highly sensitive to transient over-
voltage of industrial origin, or of natural 
origin caused by lightning. This may cause 
electrical disturbances due to the AC net-
work (switching operations) or the light-
ning surge. As LED electric lighting is usu-
ally connected to power network via long 
cables, this disturbance phenomenon is 
amplified. This is the reason why ABB is 
offering a new surge protective device for 
this application.

The OVR T2+3 N1 15-275S SL will pro-
vide you all the benefits you need. With 
its compact design, its DIN rail mounting 
and the pre-wired cable on line and neu-
tral, this SPD can be easily installed in the 
small power supply boxes (lamp post enclo-
sure, traffic lights, parking lots, bus shel-
ters, billboard, decorative lighting, etc...). 

Its installation in lamp posts enclosure 
prevents service interruptions, damage 
and constant replacement of lamps, which 
are difficult to access without appropriate 
equipment (e.g. cradle lifts). 

The SPD is associated to a circuit break-
er or fuse-holder as a back-up protection 
to ensure priority to system safety or prior-
ity to continuity of service. In addition the 
surge protective device is equipped with 
the safety reserve system that keep the 
system protected even after a first high 
transient overvoltage strike.

This product is bottom wired, with a 
pre-wired cable (line and neutral) 17 cm 
long, that allows an easier installation on 
the terminal block in the power enclosure. 
The earth has to be connected. This bot-
tom wiring design is the perfect way to 
prevent condensation problems with its 
degree of protection of IP32. ABB Light-
ning protection: always new innovations 
to protect new applications.

Bertrand Berges: Product Marketing Manager - DIN-Rail products
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Overall network lightning protection
  As part of a preventive approach, ABB 
has joined forces with the main market
players (lighting appliance manufacturers, 
fitters, lighting unions, etc.) to propose
a full range of surge protective devices for 
installation at various points of the network.
From the switchboard to the lamp post, 
surge protective devices offer protection
and continuity of equipment service:

 − indoor/outdoor lighting in public and 
private areas (streets, parking lots);

 − street furniture (bus shelters, billboards, 
decorative lighting);

 − light posts to ensure road traffic safety. 
 In general, public lighting equipment is 
powered with a TT or TN-S neutral point
system. In the event of lightning strike 
impact, there is a risk of transmission
of transient overvoltages via earth cables. 
This phenomenon can occur in two
manners:

 − via a direct strike 1, i.e. a direct impact 
on the metal conductor mast, where the 
energy will travel to the ground;

 − via an indirect strike 2, i.e. where light-
ning strikes nearby to the system on 
an object or directly hitting the ground. 
Earth connections transmit transient 
overvoltages via the power cables, to 
reach the most sensitive components.

To protect public lighting equipment, it 
is recommended to install surge pro-
tective devices on the following equip-
ment points:

 − SPD Type 2 in the switchboards sup-
plying the lamp post, traffic lights or 
street furniture;

 − SPD Type 2+3 as close as possible 
to the sensitive systems, in the power 
supply cabinets in the lamp post masts.
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Surge protective device installation diagram

 = Protection obligatory to ensure priority to system safety  
(power cut-off)

= Protection recommended to ensure priority to continuity of service  
(system remains energized)

Note: The upstream SPD protection device must be lower than the line protection.

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

Protection  
fuse or circuit 
breaker 

General power supply cabinet Lamp post no. 1 Lamp post no. 2 Lamp post no. 3

L1
L2
L3
N
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Bertrand Berges
Product Marketing Manager
DIN Rail Products 
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Products, technical specifications, 
performance, features and applica-
tion examples are essential items of 
knowledge to work as a professional 
electrical system installer. However, it is 
equally clear that in today's ever increas-
ingly competitive market it becomes 
even more essential to acquire skills 
in areas that lie outside the technical 
sphere and allow you to stand out from 
the competition in order to increase 
your business volume. And for this rea-
son this article offers you information 
and tips, and some “tasty tidbits” that 
we believe can help you better under-
stand, certain marketing and communi-
cation concepts and practices that can 
make a difference in approaching a cli-
ent by stimulating creative thinking for 
new ideas and solutions, or simply to 
help answer questions like, “Where do I 
start from?” or “How do you do this?”.

 Telemarketing is defined as the set of 
marketing activities carried out via the 
phone:

 − the call center is a physical place, within 
the company or outsourced, where the 
activity is carried out;

 − the direct marketing activities performed 
by the call center have several purposes; 
on the basis of these, they are classified 
with more specific detail.

 The telemarketing activities consist of 
direct telephone contact, by operators, 
between one or more affiliated companies 
and existing or potential customers. The 
purpose of this contact is to sell goods or 
services (in this case we speak in the most 
appropriate way of "telesales"), or more 
often in advertising and commercial activ-
ities of the company's products. In many 
cases the call ends, if successful, with the 
identification of a sales appointment at 
the customer's home or at the offices 
of the company.

Typology
 The telemarketing activities can be car-
ried out by the call center in two modes:

 − outbound telemarketing;
 − inbound telemarketing.

 In the first case, the telephone contact 
between the customer and the operator 
takes place at the initiative of the latter, 
which in turn contacts one or more clients 
using lists of phone numbers usually pro-
vided by the company. In the second case, 
the calls come to the call center from the 
customer, usually by dialing a toll-free num-
ber; in this case the operator, in addition to 
providing the information required by the 
customer, will be responsible for direct-
ing the call to the commercial purpose 
identified by the company.

From electrician  
to marketer

Federico Mai: Marketing Communication Account - LP Division

News and facts

Tools
 As part of their work, the operators of 
a call center that conducts telemarketing 
takes advantage of some tools, in addition 
to the telephone or the PC with headphones 
which performs the same function. Among 
these tools, the most important are:

 − the script;
 − lists of telephone numbers.

The script
 The term script identifies the text of the 
call that the operator has to follow as a 
“roadmap”, a guideline of the conversa-
tion with the person at the other side of 
the phone. In outbound telemarketing, it 
usually consists of:

 − a short presentation of the company or 
the sales and marketing initiative;

 − an interview stage, that consists of ques-
tions addressed to the customer;

 − a phase called "motivation", in which the 
operator has the task of identifying, on 
the basis of the interview, the potential 
interest of the customer to the marketing 
campaign in question;

 − a final phase, called “closure”, in which 
the call must reach its purely commercial 
purposes, obtaining the explicit consent 
of the customer. This last phase, in some 
cases, is followed by a brief empowerment, 
with the aim of positively reinforce the 
agreement just established with the client.

It is preferred to employ operators who 
are able to make their own script and then 
customize it to create empathy with the 
other party and not look like programmed 
robots. Only those who emerge with a per-
sonable own character and a bit of spon-
taneity are able to have the best phone call 
and differentiate themselves from the mass 
of robot operators.

Telemarketing 
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The lists of contacts and privacy policies
 About the lists of phone numbers used 
by telemarketing companies, privacy laws 
strictly regulate this aspect in different ways 
in each country, so please check carefully 
your local situation. Usually companies that 
operate through the trading system can no 
longer freely use phone books like white 
or yellow pages. In fact, sometimes only 
those persons who have given their explicit 
consent are allowed to be reached by tel-
ephone calls of a commercial nature. This 
consent may relate to an individual com-
pany or, in general, to all activities of com-
mercial nature. This has been done to put 
an end to the indiscriminating use of the 
telephone often carried out by companies 
operating through telemarketing. However, 
it has caused significant problems in the 
supply of contact lists by the companies 
themselves, which must undertake specific 
marketing campaigns aimed at collecting 
personal data of potential customers. 

 In general, the customer contacts are 
divided by age, gender or geographical area 
assigned to the agency that works with the 
call center, so as to divide them according 
to the commercial target of each campaign.  
 In 2008, many European countries were 
experiencing telemarketing through the 
authorization of advertising calls even with-
out the user's consent, notwithstanding 
the privacy policy. Such liberalization has 
introduced a regime of "tacit consent" start-
ing in May 2010, when those who did not 
want to receive any more advertising calls 
and had to register, via phone or email, in 
a special register held and managed by a 
state office.

Professional roles
 Within telemarketing we can identify at 
least four different professional roles, not 
necessarily present in every call center:

 − telemarketing responsible
 − telemarketing supervisor
 − team leader
 − telemarketing operator

 The telemarketing operator and the team 
leader, in general, are actively involved in 
phone calls and data input. In the case 
of team leader, he also adds the power 
to actively follow a small group of oper-
ators, coordinating their activities during 
the telephone calls. The supervisor and the 
responsible, on the contrary, have higher 
level tasks, such as selection, manage-
ment and staff training, conducting meet-
ings, preparing of statistical reports and 
coordinating telemarketing activities with 
other company’s functions.
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Connect the boxes
Train your brain

Time to relax

Task
You must complete an electrical system by connecting junction boxes with 
cable conduits. 
An electrician has already installed all the junction boxes on the wall and 
laid down the required connections, but then he left the job unfinished 
without explanation.
Your task is therefore to connect all of the boxes indicated.

Instructions
 − Each box must be connected to the others and the number of connec-

tions must correspond to that indicated on the box.
 − Two different boxes can be connected with each other, but without 

exceeding two connections. 
 − Connections can be made either horizontally or vertically. Cross-con-

nections are not allowed. 
 − There is only one correct solution and can be found purely by logical 

reasoning. No specific technical skills are required.

The solutions to Connect the boxes



Solutions for critical infrastructure applications?

Absolutely.

The data center is a crucial asset for most 21st century enterprises. Therefore, 
its infrastructure never should be merely pieced together from commercial-grade 
components. That is why our customers all across the globe like the Beijing Post 
Company recognize the benefits of relying on ABB as a key partner for their most 
critical equipment and systems. For example, with SMISSLINE TP ABB offers the 
world’s first pluggable socket system that ensures load-free devices and components 
can be snapped on and off under voltage, without the need for additional personal 
protective equipment to guard against electrical hazards.  
For more information visit www.abb.com/datacenters



New! For installers, consultants and panel builders. Day by DIN, the useful trade 
magazine about low voltage solutions, has now its own online portal. This means 
that any time, anywhere, you can quickly and easily retrieve the information you want 
about standards, guidelines, installations, solutions and new products. Another 
advantage: a search function where you use predefined categories or keywords to 
find quickly and accurately the information you want. For more information, please 
visit: www.abb.com/lowvoltage

Day by DIN. Fast and accurate with the new  
online version.


